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"It is good to have an end to
journey toward, but it is the 'Look not thou down but up."journey that counts in the end."
--Robert Browning
--Ursula K. LeGuin
(The Left Hand of Darkness) PUBLISHED BY AND FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
vdrxevn October 31, 1980 No. 6
Women Athletes Organize to
Prevent NCAA Domination
by Martha Oesch
The Women's Athletic
Association of the College of
Wooster will host an Ohio Division
rfl women's athletic conference on
Nov. 6, 7 and 8. The conference is
- in response to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association's
NCAA) proposal last January to
take over ' Division II and m
'women's championships. The
conference's goal is to organize
Division IH women
athletes to serve as a power bloc
for the Association of Inter--.
' collegiate Athletic Women
' (AIAW) in its efforts to prevent the
NCAA from dominating and
controlling women's interc-
ollegiate athletics and ultimately
becoming the only governing
- body. .
Over 30 Division HI schools
from the Mid-We- st will be
participating. The title of the
conference, A.I.D. (Athletes
Influencing' Direction), indicates
the purpose of the conference:
namely for student athletes to
form plans of action for their own
schools in response toAfheC
- NCAA proposal. Lisa aewara.
President of Wooster's WAA and
co-chairpers-on of the conference,
stresses that women athletes must
unite to promote better awareness
and understanding of their unique
concerns and in turn develop a
' strategy forinsuring their right to
- administer the direction o'
women's sports. . V
.
Speakers for the conference
include four of the most prominent
women in the AIAW: Dr. Ginny
.
Hunt, Ethics and-EIigibili- ty.
Chairperson . for AIAW; Dr.
Christine Grant, AIAW President;.
Margot Polivy,. AIAW attorney;
and Dr. Charlotte West, 1978
AIAW President. Question
periods and small discussion
- groups will complement the main
addresses, along with special
strategy-- planning sessions for
schools. ""Wooster. students are
encouraged to participate in the
conference in helping to raise the
consciousness of student athletes
to the dilemma" facing women
athletes nationally. ' :
'
i 0
.
- S r
DR. THOMAS RAITT of the
Religion Department and nine
students who went with him to
" live with the' Navajos last
spring will present a convoca-
tion next Wednesday entitled:
"Livingjwth the Navajos
Amidst Culture Change."
' With the future of the nation's
women athletes at stake, the
.
conference is of monumental
importance. The NCAA which has
served as the national governing
body for men athletes since 1906,
has co-exist- ed with the-AIA- W,
which serves as a governing body
for women athleUs, since 1971. ;
Although serving similar
functions, the philosophies of the,
two groups differ markedly. While
the NCAA's main aim is to achieve
competitive balance, between
schools, the AIAW emphasizes
developing competitors who are
students first and athletes second.
Furthermore, policy differences
between the two groups increase
the threat felt by the AIAW due to
the NCAA proposal. Seward
points out that the AIAW students .
have the right of repeal and can
serve -- on executive committees
none of which is allowed in the
NCAA. Although the- - JNCAA's
program has been in existence
much longer, the AIAW has been
able "to learn from its mistakes to
serve' the athletes better.
"V The main concern of the AIAW i
is that the NCAA's' proposal to
initiate programs for women in '
Division 0 and HI schools "will ;
effectively, eliminate ' women
athletes'- - representation ' in all
intercollegiate-- sports. Up .until
now, the NCAA Jias governed
only men's athletic programs with
' cont on p. 6
Business Economics Given New Life
by Dkmna Troyer , ".
When a panel of economists
evaluated the Business Economics
program last spring, students
voced their frustrations. - Com-
plaints ranged from dissatisfaction
with , courses taught by part-tim- e
teachers to writing an I.S. oriented
to economics rather than business.
Panelists wrote in their report that
students majoring in the program
felt like secondrdass citizens to
economics majors.
- In response to student requests
and recommendations . of the
panel
.
the professors , in the
Economics Department submitted
six major revisions in the Business
Economics program to the Educa-
tional Policies Committee. EPC will
present the. revisions, which will
take effect next year, at the Nov. 3
faculty meeting for approval ,
The first major change will allow
senior majors to write their LS. tn
certain areas of business particu-
larly finance and possibly interna-
tional business. .
Next a full-tim- e professor will be
added to the staff, and depending
on the training and interests of this
person, the "Corporate Manage-
ment" course will either be
changed to "OrganizationaLBeha-vior- "
or. dropped. Sociology.
"Complex Organizations." will abb
be cross-liste- d in the . business
' '
- '
.courses. - -
. A second intermediate account-
ing course also will be added to the
KAREN DUGGER, associate
oppression of women and blacks
Rights of Women and Blacks Interrelated
by Robin Wilson
Americans have long struggled
over human rights and the
oppression - of . minorities. The
black liberation movement has its
leaders, like Martin Luther King
and Jesse I Jackson. - And the
women's liberation movement has
its own like Betty Friedan and
Germaine Greer.
Is.it possible, Karen Dugger
asked her audience at the College
of Wooster's Wednesday
curriculum to .offer students an
adequate exposure to financial
accounting theory. This revision -
was proposed because most inter-
mediate accounting texts include
25-3-0 chapters of complex materi-
al which' cannot be covered
thoroughly in the one course of
intermediate accounting .. offered
now.
The new courses in finance also
will be added. "Money and Capital
Markets" will present an analysis of
functions of credit and . capital J
markets, including a study of both
"domestic and . international --credit
and capital markets; and factors
determining the prices and return
on credit instruments. The second
course. "Portfolio Theory and
Analysis." will be a; study of
methods utilized in selecting "and
evaluation. the performance of
security portfolios.
- A computing course will not be
reauired for the new business
economics major. Instead. ' the
junior I.S program will be restruc-
tured to familiarize majors to
computers!
. .
-
-- The final : revision in the
program will be dropping "Modern
Institutions: The Corporation."; --
Besides these major changes,
the content , of the present two-quart- er
principles of accounting
sequence will be" revised. The
second course will emphasize the
use of accounting information in
cont on p. 5 . " '
professor of socioloov. addressed the interrelationshm of th
during Wednesday's convocation. Photo by Rodger PelagalS. y
convocation, that these two
groups blacks and women - could
join forces to more successfully
combat the cippressioh they both
face? Dugger, assistant professor
of sociology who has taught at
, Wooster for two years, says yes.
but she also provided reasons why
some Americans say a coalition
may not be effective in ending both
groups' oppression. "
" There are many arguments forl
the historical necessity of fighting
two separate battles, but they are
false," Dugger said.
" According to Dugger,
advocates . of separating: the
movements say that the degree of
black oppression is far greater
than that of women's. They claim
that blacks struggle is more'
fundamental than women's
because women are only crying
.over --. boredom and cusnpan
hands," Dugger said.
Other supporters of separate
efforts say that the women's
movement is only seeking to tap
off blacks' efforts for liberation.
Dugger said. Likewise, she
Third World Health Problems Probed
During Student Discussion at Babcock
by C. Clara Nelson ,-- ;
Babcock Lounge set the scene
last Wednesday night for an
informal discussion between
students and Dr. Delano
Meriwether, guest of honor at a
BSA study, break. Meriwether, an
authority on international health
from John Hopkins University and
one-tim- e competitor for the U.S.
in the PanAm games, spdke with
students on Third World Nations.
He began by establishing
definitions of Third as well as First
and Second World nations. Third
World nations come under the
category of low socio-economi- c
standards, he said. They are not
industrialized, .nor are they
""advanced". .""- -
' The United States . contains'
30".. of the world's resources." he
continued, they claim that if a"
black woman were to join the '
women's movement, her energies
would be diverted from the more
significant. ; black ' struggle, and.
ultimately she would be separated
from her black husband. '
These statements assume that
there is a hierarchical structure of
.
forms of oppression and that only
one form can' be fought at one --.,
time,' Dugger said. Groups:
should not waste their time on who
is most oppressed, she said, but
.
should concentrate on how all
oppression can be countered. .
To support this, Dugger quoted
Audre Lorde. a black feminist,
who wrote, "Energy is being
wasted 'on battles which extend
horizontally over the pitifully-fe- w
"crumbs allowed us (oppressed
groups) rather than being used in
joining forces.. to fight a vertical
battle for more, equal distribution
of power and resources.
Granted, Dugger said, society ,
has presented women and blacks .
with a zero-su- m game, with one
cont on p. 6
said. The United States ironically
sells ' more products to Third
World nations than to any others.
Distinctions between equity
(seeking fairness for-- - all) . and '
equality (the same amount of --
resources given to a group on the '
basis bf its numbers) established
groundwork for the discussion. ;.
' "Everyone can't live. How do we
determine who is to live and for
how long?" Meriwether said.
Heahh -- services try to prevent
illness and suffering, but don't '
primarily prevent death. He stated
that he is "obviously uncomfort-
able with letting "people die, but .
who is to exist and at what levels of .
development?"
Asked why he chose to deal with
the - health of . those in other
Page 2. VOICE, October 31. 1980
Debates Clarity One Point;
Neither Choice is Any Good
Well, the campaign trail is winding to its end, the much-anticipate- d
debate has been held, and only four days remain until what Reagan
referred to Tuesday night as the "great people of this country" head for
the polls to make their final choice in who will lead the United States for
the next four years. .
Tuesday's debate, scheduled with the altruistic intent of helping the
American public make up its mind while carefully excluding any
stragglers who might confuse it, if it accomplished little else, at least
allowed the candidates one last chance to evade the major issues.
The scene was a dramatic one, those two imposing candidates ready
at their tectums, studiously not facing one another, responding with
poise and alacrity to the questions put before them. There was Reagan
on the right, whose major theme of his most heart-rendin- g performance
to date was that he plans to "ride herd on regulations," metaphorically
enough, who damns ERA because it might be "used by mischievous
men" against those poor, physically defenseless females, who raised
tears in his own eyes if not in anyone else's by caning upon the great
gaunt skeleton" of the south Bronx (one wonders what distinguishes a
gaunt skeleton from a non-gau- nt one), who has even gone so far as to
"believe" in a "multi racial population," who managed to say "actuarily"
three times in sixty seconds when discussing social security and
who finally conceded that while maybe government spending and
of that -- most populous state in thetaxes did go up while he was governor
union " they didn't increase as much as they did in Georgia, who feels
that Carters "misery index...in excess of20" might suggest something,
but was too polite to specify what, and who asked in his concluding
statement if America is "as reputed throughout. the world as it was four
years ago." without stopping to wonder if maybe it's time America
stepped down from the center stage and retired to the sidelines. And
there was Carter on the "left," who could only mouth the intrinsic
differences between his party and his opponent's and smilingly remind
his listeners how strange it is that Republican candidates only seem to
cite Democratic presidents, perhaps leading them to wonder why the
only person he can ever cite is himself, and who could only smite
ingratiatingly into the microphone and remind the world that with the
cooperation of the American people, this could be a "gratifying job.
Yes without a doubt this confrontation did much to put to rest any
concerns we may have had. When it comes time to cast your vote, we
can enter the booth in readiness, secure in the knowledge that our
choice has indeed been made much simpler out of those eight
:L:iu:- - hIr tia.ia alroarki Kxn criminated.iwv iiuw.pudiiwiiica,
Criticism of Dean's Staff is
"Unmerited and Irresponsible"
To Whom It May Concern:
The criticism of the Dean's Staff
"published in last week's Letters to
the Editor was unmerited and
irresponsible. To criticize people's
job performance because their
names "do not ring a bell" is
particularly unreasonable.
Perhaps not everyone has' seen
Bess Colling after she has sat up
half the night with a student whose
best friend died; or seen Dennis
Stevens up at 8 a.m. on a cold
Sunday morning taking rolls and
coffee to his dorm-b-ut some of us
have and there are many more
LAB
students who have also benefited
from their counseling and service.
The writer was also out of line
criticizing others for relaxing on
their lunchbreak, particularly
people who do not work 8-ho- ur
days but are available to students
around the clock.
'"I am.no great devotee of the
administration or the Dean's
office, but I do feel it is unfair to
make critical remarks which have
no basis of fact against people who
are making important contribu-
tions to this campus. .
Jeff Dandoy
THE VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy.
The VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from students,
faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater Wooster '
community. AD correspondence may be addressed to the VOICE. Box
3187. The College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691.
The VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association and the
Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is $10.00 per year for
second class delivery.
Offices of the VOICE are located in Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
264 1234. ext. 433. .
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Vanderbush Holds
Dear Editor,
This is a response to Walt
Vanderbush's letter concerning
the Peace Symposium (appearing
in the Voice Oct. 17). I disagree
with the opinion that the
symposium was useless.
AUthough it was not the rally for
action that many expected, it did
serve , the important purpose of
education. In this way, the
gathering was' anything but
fruitless.
One of Mr. Vanderbush's
statements shunned the "nearly
all-whit- e, middle to upper dass
audience, characterized by white
hair, pipes, and respectability."
saying. Their weekend of peace
was nearly over-it- 's effects to be
felt at least until the next day."
This type of division and prejudice
against the "middle class" is not
going to further the cause of
peace. Moreover, participants did
not travel from all different parts of
the country simply to view the
Wooster campus: they 'came
because they are concerned about
their responsibilities for promoting
world security. Many of them left
Third Party Votes
Express Revulsion
Dear Editor
We have been bombarded with
the phrase. "Don't throw away
your vote." The notion is that one
should not vote' for John
Anderson because he has no
chance for winning. I would
suggest that a vote for any of the
three "maior" candidates is an
exercise in ballot disposal.
The reasons simple: any single
such vote will merely reinforce the
hoary political structure which
quadrenially coughs up. the
phkornatic choices of Tweedle
dum and Tweedledee. The
problem is that Anderson, ,
personally attractive as he appears
to many, represents no political
party. Even if he garners a
significant portion of the
electorate he will - stl not,
therefore, qualify for any federal
funds to aid his future political
campaigns. Only parties can
receive such funds.
There is but one vote which
expresses both a revulsion to the
non-choice- s of 1980 and a desire to
create a meaningful alternative to
the system which produced such:
a third party vote.
cont on p. 5 " s
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Faulty Views; Symposium Worthwhile
with valuable information and
guides for educating others about
the need lor peace and the roots of
our present problems. The effects
of this will be felt for many days to
come.
The writer also commented, "I
can't remember anything said by a
speaker that (Henry Kissinger)
would disagree with very much."
Perhaps we were listening to
different speakers. The men I
heard asserted a viewpoint that
was m direct opposition to Henry
Kissinger's foreign policy: that is,
peace must be gained throughjustice, rather than manipulation.
They charged - our, country .to
make sacrifices in the build-u- p of
our nuclear arms industry. aOow
Students Lack Intellectual Prioritfes;
As Tuesday Nkjht
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to '
patterns of behavior prevalent on
this campus which do not appear
to move us to' the end of a more
EberaDy educated society. Are we
a liberal arts coOege or a school lor
overgrown juveniles?
Two weeks ago I heard the
Cleveland Orchestra perform the
American premiere of an opus
very new to the cnoralorchestral
literature. Luciana Berio's Cora,
written in 1975, is a piece difficult
to love at first hearing because of
the radical departures from stan-
dard nineteenth-centur- y composi-
tional practice which it so loudly
advocates. This music thrifled and
confused me. It forced me to
rethink my opinions about
cnoralorchestral music
As I leafed through the program
that evening in the glow of
intellectual curiosity. I happened
upon the College of Wooster
advertisement. It read in part.
"Wooster, properly received, can
broaden one's imagination for a
Efertme." I grasped that statement
as a representation of what I was
then experiencing. The College of
Wooster had in fact subsidized the
very tickets by means of which I
had gained 'attendance into
Severance Hal
Upon returning to Wooster. I. in
an intellectually intoxicated state.
'attempted to communicate my
defight with the Wooster "motto
to other Woo students not
privfleged to hear the same
concert. My nhal attempts to do
so were frustrated (ironicafly) by
more power to go to third world
countries in international
organizations, and to channel
more of our money into easing
world hunger, as opposed to
strengthening the military.
Certainly Kissinger's stiivkig to
promote LLS. dominance in the
world exhibited a contrast to this
attitude.
In answer to the question,
"Where was any land ofpacifist?" I
thnk Mr.-- Vanderbush should
have listened more closely. The
entire Symposium was a gathering
of people struggling in one of the
many important roles to obtain
peace.'
Signed.
Kathy Shields
Club" Exemplifies
the intoxicated and therefore
intellectually satisfied conditions
of the students I met.
Now I begm to question wneiner
the "Wooster motto" is a true
representation of the College of
Wooster. There are surely those
on campus whose minds have
been broadened for a Eferime.
Therefore, the statement of what
Wooster can do is obviously true.
However. I have reason to befieve
that as a statement representatiue
of Wooster. the afore-mention- ed
quotation is a failure.
For instance, there abounds at
Wooster - the breed of social
function which has as its primary
reason for existence the
consumption of an alcoholic
beverage. This type of interaction
will seldom foster genuine human
communication,; Unless we can
.-
- cont onp. 5
VOICE Praised
For its Accuracy
'Dear Editor:
As a member of the Admissions
Office who is on-the-ro- ad visiting
high schools this fal. I read the
Voice avidly to keep current on
campus goings-o- n.
"I want to xornpfiment the
Voice's staff for its generally sofid
reporting and dean, readable
style. 1 came to Wooster recently
from another: college, where the
student newspapers lepmling
was often inaccurate and the
ronf onn.,5
Christians Exercise InteDect
In Conjunction With Faith
As a member of the Voice editorial staff, I want to emphasize that the
opinions of the Editor-in-Chi- ef are not representative of the entire staff.
As a staff we agree on journalistic techniques, attempting to compose a
professional newspaper, but we disagree quite freely on religious ideas.
...
Specifically, ideas in the Editor's last editorial disagree with my
concepts of Authority, God. Religion and God does not reduce us to "an
" extreme of mindless subordination in which our every action must first
be checked with God." Christians do not willingly relinquish their ability
to reason as implied in the editorial.
God gives us a mind and intellectual capacity for reasoning. Yet it is
this-
- mind that questions and seeks tangible proof of God's existence.
What a paradox. Seems that God was not too logical in giving us a mind
that would question her, giving us the chance to rebel against her.
But God is not logical and cannot be studied and understood with an
empirical, analytical study. And because you cannot use the powers of
your mind to comprehend God, you quite naturally reject- - her. You
cannot allow yourself to abandon your intellectual judgement, relying
instead on a "blind faith". And that's fine. We freely decide. But why can't
we "dispense with our constant search for Authority?" Besides giving
humans a mind, God gives humans a spirit which is satisfied only when
united with God by faith."
-
,
But once your spirit unites with God, despite lack of scientific proofof
her existence, your intellect remains in good working order. You still
may not be able to use your intellect to understand God, but you can use
it to carry but your daily activities, making decisions on your own with
the mind God gave you.
DLT
Editor Takes Advantage of Position
Tp Further Anti-Religio- us Prejudice
Dear Editor,
It hurts me very deeply to watch
the current controversies
occurring in these pages. I feel
very strongly about examining
both sides of an issue, but I hope
that you and Mr. An have finally
settled all of your differences and
will no longer be throwing
gauntlets at each other on the
pages of our only student
newspaper. I have confidence in
your ability as an editor to
determine what is. or is not of
sufficient quality to be published in
the Voice, but after having worked
with you I am also acutely aware
that you have your own set ideas
of what will be published in the
Voice.
I am glad that you have the gift of
such excellent command of the
English language. It is your job as
an editor to be aware of errors in
grammar, diction, and spelling, but
it is exceedingly unfair of you and
less than professional to accord
less respect to another person
merely because their technical
command of the English language
is not as great as your own. It is
quite possible that in spite of their
deficiencies they might have more
important ideas than you yourself
have.
Finally, as a Christian, I must
object to your use of your position
as a means of spreading your
religious bias. I must admit that
you are beginning to make me feel
persecuted. I am willing to
undergo persecution, yet I feel that
the school newspaper is hardly an
appropriate medium, for
persecution of any religion. Since
the masthead of the Voice still says
'Published , By and For the
Students'1' of the College of
Wooster, I fee that I deserve
some --say in what type of material
is published in the paper. I would
prefer that you be less harsh,
unless, of course, that would entail
being too nice. , - "
If you are not willing to give at
least token acceptance to -- the
Bible, what legacy would you have
the Lord leave us? It is obvious
that you do not accept Christian
ideas, but perhaps not as obvious
that, you are not willing to give
consideration to any ideas but
your own opinion. When --your
opinion becomes the final word.
then life will no longer have any joy
or purpose left for me.
Words are an extremely
powerful tool and you utilize them
with eloquence and efficiency.
You can twist my ideas around the
reduce their power. You can even
stoop to the unprofessional by
attacking any grammatical or
spelling flaws and attempt to make
me appear less than your equal.
Before deciding upon a particular
mode of attack, however, I would
like you to just stop a moment and
think. Perhaps values exist which
are jusas significant as intellectual
superiority. I am completely
certain of one fact: we are all equal
in the Love of our Lord.
Jay G. Heiser 82
Time for the Editor to Talk to God
Dear Editor,
I think the Editor has missed the
point of Mr. Manning's letter last
week, not to mention the point of
Christ's message,' some 2000
years old yet more valid than
today's newspaper.
First of all, the issue is not a
"religion" that we must depend on
but a person Jesus Christ. If we
based our faith on mere doctrines
and traditions we would' be
completely helpless. But on our
own, depending only on ourselves,
we are just as bad off. Jesus wants
us to unload our burdens on Him.
"If any one of you lacks wisdom."
declares the apostle James, "let
him ask of God.. .and it shall be
given him." Apart from Christ we
are but "sheep that have agone
astray." ".
Secondly, Jesus asks us to let
Him be our guide, not our puppet- -
' master. It is we who do the work,
but in light of God's word, in
prayer, and in love. It is God who
gets the glory.
The Editor asks, "What possible
function could a God serve in an
issue of nuclear war?" I apologize
that I laughed out loud when I read
this. Why shouldn't God be
concerned that His very own
--creation of "human beings
capable... of intelligent thought andjudgment" is about to destroy
itself? This very situation is the
result of man's self-impose- d exile
from God.
If the Editor of the Voice wishes
IDONTra'
WUYB
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Editor Wrong: Society Needs Authority
Dear Editor,
Let's examine last week's
editorial, "Religion and Authority:
Why Can't We Act On Our Own?"
Let's do it "analytically.
scientifically.
First of all, the world has never
had "the ability to discuss the
presidential elections, the war
between (whomever), the
hostages, nuclear war and the
pursuit of peace, or any issue of
political or intellectual npc
without dragging in the issue of
religion." Throughout the course
of history, people have related
their religion to their entire world-view-.
They apparently have not
yet found sufficient reason to stop.
"Why has humanity suddenly
become , so incredibly irresolute
that no one can act on his or her
own without first consulting some
higher body of authority?" People
have always looked for an
authority higher than themselves,
wnetner it oe ponnca. leaders,
religious leaders, or simply friends
to suggest that we should separate
ourselves for the Lord's guidance,
I suspect she has never allowed
Jesus to have the place in her fife
that He deserves and desires. I
suggest that she talk to Him about
it, for a change.
Speaking the, truth in love,
John Washam
Box 2990
Yellow Journalism Plagues VOICE
Dear Editor,
.We are sorry to say that the
residents of Andrews were put
through - confusion and incon-
venience on Tuesday, October21,
at approximately 10:30 a.m. We
are also sorry to say that our one
and only school newspaper has to
include articles written with faulty
"factual" reporting and carries
reporters who depend on fictional
sensationalism to write a story. It is
a shame that another' school
newspaper does not exist for the
students of the College of Wooster
to turn to.
As early as the second
paragraph of the article entitled,
"Fire Met with Confusion and
Apathy," sensationalism is
encountered. According to the
reporter, "Two platforms...and a
cloth hanging on the ceiling
cluttered the room.' However we.
as do many other students; -- fail to
see how a platform seven feet in
the ahr can clutter a room more so
than a bed, nor how a tapestry
they can look to for advice. If
' everyone acted on his or her own
without regard for any authority,
the result would be anarchy.
Society needs authority. Which
authority people will turn to is the
issue. If people are turning to God
for authority, perhaps it is because
all the other authorities have let
them down.
It is (at least) as valid to cite Paul
and Hebrews as it is to cite any
other author or any other book
from our history.
"Utter dependence" is not a
"state of immobility". Dependence
is a "state of being influenced by or
subject to another" (Webster). It
does not mean that one does not
act; it means that --one acts in
accordance with the will of
"another", whether that be God,
government, administration,
teachers, parents, friends, or a
traffic fight. Utter dependence
encompasses all of one's everyday
activities. However, there is
independence within this "utter
dependence", paradoxical though
this may be. The choice still rests
with the individual; (s)he makes
the final decisions.
"Checking in with God" is not
necessarily "mindless subordina-
tion". It is consciously and
intelligently asking what He wants
done in a situation. It does not
require examining the fine points
of theology, though this is
sometimes useful.
hanging close to the eleven foot
ceiling can clutter anything except
perhaps the pathway of a passing
spicier.
However it does not end there
for the yellow journalism gets
worse. The reporter goes on to'
state that the "wiring had
shorted." That sure is news to us
for to this very day our burner is
turning out hot cups of tea and
perfect pots of popcorn, unless of
course a campus good Samaritan,
part-tim- e electrician, stopped in to
quickly fix the wiring. .
In her next sentence she claims.
"Curtains at an open window
fluttered close to the burner." To
our knowledge there are no polar
bears residing in Andrews nor in
any other dorm at the College of
Wooster. If by chance there are,
perhaps they leave their windows
open to the decidedly chilly
morning air but our windows were
most certainly tightly closed. The
windows were opened later by
security or firemen to air out the
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"Can't we be thinkers rather
than assenters?" Webster, at
least, never said that thinking and
assenting were opposites. It is
possible, and even common, to
think, and then assent - fiiHu
conscious of what one is doing.
' The blanket statement "college
is the time for discarding old
traditions" has essentially no
meaning. One does not discard
the "old tradition" of eating lunch,
or of putting up an umbrella when
it rains, simply because these are
traditions and one is now . in
college. Nor does one reject
traditions of courtesy, . such as
saying "excuse me" and "thank
you". Traditions should not be
Y thrown our simply- - because they
are traditions; 'they should be
examined
. and evaluated, and
fhrnum nut nnki if .there is
something wrong with them.Questioning authority is
legitimate. It does not require one
to reject authority. It is possible to
question an authority and come to
the conclusion that that authority
is valid, sometimes even desirable.
We should never "resign ourselves
iu UK mm uwi iwiimiijm aoyui '
do will ever be of any consequence
in the light of 'Higher Reason'." I
know of no religion
.
which
maintains this belief. It certainly
does not come from Christ.'
Sincerely,
.Elizabeth E. Frank
Box 1623
room only after the "fire" had been
extinguished, (the source of the
smoke had been discovered). The
reporter's sequence of events may
have been destroyed by the.
accident unlike anything in our
room except for one small glass
coffee pot.
And perhaps "The Voice" will
check up on this faulty reporting,
sensationalism, and yellowjournalism. Perhaps. We are not
sure we can ever trust "The
Voice" "facts" again. -
Stacey Vidt
Carolyn Smiley
R. An Expresses
Views on Students
Dear Editor:
This letter is dedicated to all
COW movie-goer- s. 1 would like o
take this opportunity to express
my gratitude for their good
behavior during weekend movies
at Mateer.
. s. . .'
cont on p. 5
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Notes from
by Jim Luce
I thought I was going to die. My
legs were numb, my lungs were
bursting; I expected at any
moment to succumb to heart
attack. In self-pit- y. I looked back at
how easy my life had been only ten
minutes before. Then, pacing
cockQy to and fro along the
starting line. I had displayed my
"towering height" to the cheering
junior high school students. I was
their English teacher, after all. and
they had wanted me to do weD in
the race.
Yet those fond memories were
behind me already as fpuffed my
way between the now golden
colored rice paddies. "Just a fittle
more; Mo sukoshi, mo sukosht!," I
tried to convince myself. As I
forced my screaming body along,
however, my bouncing eyes
viewed with horror the throngs of
tiny seventh graders flashing by
me. Although the path was
narrow, these miniature running
machines passed me with ease on
both sides. I felt like an interstate
"wide vehicle" being left behind by
all the Hondas and Toyotas.
It seems that individuality here
in Japan is just not the virtue it is at
home; although far from the front.
I was happy to be still running with
the pack. It was enough to be the
only one out of the five hundred
not wearing the school's blue
sporting uniform; I did not want to
come in last. As the pain
increased, I imagined that hari-kh- ri
would be an easier way to go. At
Swords into
by Rev. Gordon C. Stewart
Last Monday (my day off) I had
the rare opportunity to watch the
Phil Donahue Show, the talk show
that comes on at 10-.0- 0 a.m.
originating from Chicago. For this
particular show Donahue's quests
were William Sloan Coffin,(Senior
Minister of the Riverside Church in
New York City known for his
activism against the Vietnam War
end most recently for his visit with
the hostages in Iran) and Jerry
Falwell , (Minister of the Linden
Road Baptist Church, preacher of
the Old Time Gospel Hour, and
head of Moral Majority, a coalition
of conservative Christians). Since
this column and the letters of
response to it have focused some
attention on the matter of religion
and politics, the confrontation
between Coffin and Falwell de-
serves to be reported here. Not so
much because of their disagree-
ments, however, but because of
their similarity. "Similarity?" -- you
say! Coffin the critic of America,
the disarmament proponent, the
liberal who disregards Presidential
orders not to visit North Korea and
Iran and Falwell the America-love-it-or-leav- e
it patriot who believes
we should arm ourselves to the
teeth?!!! Not Falwell arid Coffin!
Yes...FalweIl and Coffin in a-greem- ent
about basics. "About
what?" you ask. About whether
human beings are basically good or
evil. Evil, of course, was the
answer. Evil, said Falwell. therefore
we have to protect ourselves from
the viciousness of the enemy, have
sufficient defenses from godless
Communists. Evil, said Coffin,
therefore we have to protect
ourselves from our own evil by
banning the institution of war in the
same way we did the institution of
slavery.
Abroad
least hari-kir- i is considered
honorable; if I merely diminished
from exhaustion I could lose face
forever.
Eventually the end loomed into
my joggled view and I forgot about
suicide. Luckily my fellow
teachers, bowing to me as I
passed, filled me with the encour-
agement I needed. With every
milligram of energy left. I dashed
for the human tunnel of well-wishe- rs
through which I had to
pass to reach the finish line. With
three meters to go. I imagined the
crowd going wild; their cheers
drowning out the noise - of my
pounding heart. Indeed, the
Japanese syllables were flying.
Suddenly it was over. I had
managed to finish, placing forty-thir-d.
Anthropologically speaking,
I noticed that whereas my own
elated happiness was personal, the
students' pride seemed truly
communal; they had finished as a
group. Still catching my breath, I
lined up with my fellow victors
before the school principal. We
were asked to contemplate our
communal achievement, I think; at
any rate we meditated,for several
minutes. After we were dismiss J,
I parted, dragging my aching
bones away to a youthful chorus of
sayonara's. It had been fun. but my
exhausting day at the races was
over. Along with five hundred
junior high school students. I had
thoroughly enjoyed this three-kilomet- er
endurance test across
the autumn-colore- d landscape of
northern Japan.
Plowshares
On the other end of the
spectrum. I have been accused of
late of being unaware of humani-- '
ty's propensity toward evil and of
being a blind optimist. The truth is
that the record of the human race
is a rather complex story of truth
and falsehood, compassion and
hatred, sacrificial giving and pride-fu- l
arrogance. The human story is a
mixture of good and evil. The
people that I know are people who
want to do what is right, who are
troubled when they hurt other
people, and yet are also prone to
do the very thing they do not wan)
to do. We are neither good nor evil
to the exclusion of the other. To
ignore our propensity toward evil is
to be a blind optimist, living in an
idealistic cloud wherein no evil can
be seen'; "hear no evil, see no evil,
speak no evil." To ignore our
propensity to compassion is to
condemn ourselves to doing evil.
Never before in my thirteen
years in the ministry have I seen so
many people suffering from de-
pression. Their situations are all
different and unique. But I have to
wonder if what underlies the
widespread depression, of these
uiooLc nun Via tho accnmntinn
shared by Falwell and Coffin alike
that we and the world are evil
through and through and there is
no hope. I. for one. can not agree
with either Falwell or Coffin that
we are basically evil. 1 believe every
bit as much or more in the
goodness of life, .its untapped
potential toward inclusiveness. joy
and solidarity, and the responsibili
ty to realize that potential by the
grace of God. I believe it possible
that at the end of history God will
' look out not over a formless waste
but over a humane, just, and loving
city and say:"That's good!!"
The Five
Year Plan
by Eric Johnson
The 1980 Wooster catalogue
speaks of a college community
dedicated to learning, and
committed to intellectual
achievement. "Students should
expect to discover new worlds,
both in courses and in the
experiences they will have on the
campus and in off-camp- us study.
They will be expected to explore
the intellectual. life beyond the
course work and experiences
described elsewhere in this
catalogue."
In sharp contrast to this high- -
flown picture of liberal learning, a
1977 report to the Faculty
Committee on Educational Policy
(EPC) states, "The' consensus of
committee members and the
members of the faculty is that
there is an appalling absence of
intellectual community (at
Wooster). ..There is no sense of
how a liberal arts education and
intellectual community comple
merit each other nor of what each
student should expect to give and
be given in a liberal arts
environment." The report adds
that "a true liberal arts institution
is inseparable from an active
intellectual community.
Intellectual community is a
slightly fuzzy concept. In general,
it means an atmosphere where
concerns and ideas of the mind are
pursued and discussed, in the
classroom and out'. It also denotes
a widespread interest in cultural
events, attendance and discussion
of concerts, lectures, plays and
films.
Vice-Preside- nt for Academic
Affairs. William Baird. sees
intellectual community as an
interdisciplinary interest. "It's an
economist looking at biology, or a
mathematician looking at poetry,
asking 'What are the questions.
what is the essence of this effort?"
Professor John Hondros of the
History Department, one. of the
people who wrote the Educational
Policy Committee report quoted
earlier, says faculty-studen- t
contact outside of class is an
integral' part of intellectual
community. Moreover, he sees
the' administration's job as
providing a structure for
intellectual contacts among
students. "They should try to
ensure that students interested in
intellectual issues are meeting
each other." he says.
Although there is no simple
definition to - the
.
nature of
intellectual community. Wooster
faculty and administration agree it
could be improved.
. "Part of the problem is a 'yahoo
mentality' that says. 'Now class is
over I don't have to think."'
ronf on p. 5
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On Worthy
by Peter Havholm
Now that the Voice has come out
against God. this column will
probably appear after seventeen
pages of letters to the editor. That
is a mixed blessing. If Ms. Blum
chooses to sic me this week, few
will notice, but I have been slighting
our worthy occasions of late, and
there are 'some of particular
interest I think deserve your
attention this week. Thank you for
reading this far. and please tell
your friends.
Twelve students and Dr.
Thomas Raitt of the Religion
Department lived among the Nav-ajo- s
for a space last Spring. Nine of
the students (three are off --campus
this quarter) and Dr. Raitt will share
their slides and iheir experience
with us next Wednexday at 10 in
Mateer. In a convocation last year,
Dr. Raitt demonstrated both a
wealth of knowledge about Native
Americans and a dry wit I envied.
This year, the group has chosen to
present their experience as they,
found it as a series of paradoxes,
of puzzlements, of questions-f- or
they do not mink they found any
pat answers about the Navajo
amidst culture change.
As a kind of weird preparation
for Wednesday's Convocation,
you might want to take in the
so-American-it-has-both- -John -
--
Wayneand-Henry Fonda-in-i-t film.
Fort Apache. In Dispatches, Mi-
chael Herr calls this film "more a
war movie than a Westem--a Nam
paradigm.". Certainly its attitude
toward Native Americans had
something to do with the myths we
took to war against the "gooks" in
Vietnam. Films like Fort Apache
are important social documents,
for popular art shapes life just as
powerfully as great art does.
Les Liaisons Dangereues. Tues-
day evening at 7:30 in Lean,
follows war with sex. In a sense, it's
your standard wages of sin routine,
with the equally standard emphasis
on the sin at the expense of the
wages. But, as I remember it, the
calculation of the sinners in this
French film is startlingly inventive
and mathematical. For all their
obsession with passion, their blood J
remains chilly. An unsettling film, it
suggests that sexual conquest as a
profession would really not be all
that much funTIm film. may. be
dangerous to your fantasy life. .
Speaking of dangers. I assume
The Internationalist
by Alkis Papddemetriou
Oct. 28 is a special, day for the
Greeks. It is one of the two
national holidays we have. One is
on March 25, and it is
"Independence Day." The second,
on Oct. 28, is the day when Fascist
Italy of Mussolini's regime, asked
the, Greek government to
surrender without a fight at the
beginning of the second world war.
On Oct. 28, 1940. Greece was
the victim of an unprovoked
attack by Fascist Italy through
Albania. The outbreak of war with
the Fascists set aside whatever
internal differences may have
existed in Greece, and the
Greeks, united as one man, said
the historic "No" to the ultimatum.
Thus, despite the element of
surprise and Mussolini's
preparations, the Greek army was
able to repulse the invaders and
then to" push the Italian forces
Occasions
most students know that the music
they usually fisten to is making
them deaf. An article reporting the
evidence for this conclusion
caused me to wonder, recently, if
the apparent importance of playing
Rock music at top volume and
only at top volume has anything to
ao wtm ns quality, rrom wnat I can
gather, the ultimate experience
with Rock is more man a musical
one. One is transported not rnilu hu
the musical inventiveness, and
rightness. but also by the sheer
volume of unmodulated sound.
Must Ihere not be some point at
which the relatively simple har-
monies, the adulation of the guitar.
and me imposstouay ot under-
standing, the words sung make a
Rock experience indistinguishable
from a noise experience? Could
one get the same rush from
li il I f L 1MaiHiuitg at uk viiu.vn a uusy
airport runway? Particularly if one
could get several thousand people
to com along. I suspect there
would be little difference. And the
hearing loss would be about the
same. . ,
: Heal your hearing. Listen to the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra and
guest singers this Sunday evening
at 8:15 in McGaw Chapel They
will perform selections from Ros-
sini, Strauss, Verdi, Bizet and other
composers of opera. "Opera?" you
expostulate. "But opera is for
women in tiaras and sleeping fat
men in tuxedoes." Well, not
take English courses find them-
selves enjoying literature as much
or more than Harlequin romances
and spy stories. The' same' can
happen with opera-a- nd it will not
leave you hi danger of spending
your decling years watching your
children mouth demands that you
remove the banana from your ear..
. Gogol's The Inspector General
opens next Thursday night .in
Freelander Theatre and plays
through a Sunday matinee. Both
because of the quality of the play
and because it is a College-Communit- y
production, I recommend
it. No. I do not think College Com- -
mntinttti nrnliirtinnc ara antnmzktt.
cally betteMhan student produc-
tions. Rather, this happy idea often
puts people one has not seen be-
fore on the stage. : :
In short, it is a varied week, just
in time to help one finish covering
from mid-term- s. ' ' -
back . on to. Albanian soil. - I he
Greeks . continued to fight
victoriously for five whole months,
with successes against the would-b- e
invader which earned the
admiration of the world. Greece
was the first country-- and a small
one, at that --to prove that the Axis
forces were not invincible.
. In April, 1941, "however. Hitler in
his turn attacked . a Greece
exhausted by the war effort, and
strong Nazi forces occupied the
country. A long, triple occupation
of the whole Greek territory by
German, Italian and Bulgarian
forces ensued, during which the.
country was looted by the --
invaders, the " population - - was
subjected to severe persecution-imprisonmen- t,
shooting and mass
executions - hunger . produced
hundreds of thousands of deaths,
and the country in general was
cont on p. 6 - '
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effectively cormnunicate .with
others our human conceiife, we
can never learn to appreciate any
thoughts but our own.
' Why does such a broad-minde- d
coBege not only asow but also
encourage such activities? (I refer
spedficafly to Tuesday Night
Cub" as a prime offender among
others.) To be a colege of broad--
minded EberaBy educated people
we 'cannot strive to fan our
rational hours to mere class times.
Another example of typical
Wooster attitudes is the lack of
Pubce wnlh The cakr
Third Party Votes
Express Revulsion
cart from p. 2There are many such
alternatives avafebte. If any get 5
or more of the 1980 vote they w3
puaEfy for future federal campaign
funding. This would a&ow them to
media attention and wouldattract
. ... . ... m - a
crease me poiennai ior Mjyi..
national poficy debates. Unti that
happens wet al be forced into
continually throwing away our
votes.
George Galster
Associate Professor of Economics
Business Program
Receives New Life
'. conl from p. I
ddskmnmaking. This rew mana-
gerial. deostanVnaldng emphasis,
wil also be incorporated into the
present Cost Accounting course.
.Revising the content of present
accounting courses, adding two
new finance courses and an
totermedtete accounting course,
along with the "Corporate Fi-
nance" and "Money and Banking''
courses, wfl a&ow Business Econo-mi- c
majors to have some degree of
concentration fci .the area of
finance- - - ;
instance, faculty and students
should be encouraged to meet and
talk over a beer at Happy Hour in
Ichabods." Vice-Preside- nt Baird
puts it more simply, "One of our
bask, solutions is to get bright
faculty in the same room with
bright students, and then let things
happen."
, One suggestion in the EPC
report was to institute a better
coordination", of cultural
programming, to have an
admnstrative staff member in
charge of scheduling, publicizing,
and integrating events to
maximize their impact. Kenyon
College and Oberlin College both
have such a staff position.
It might be argued that more
money could be spent on cultural
programming. For --.instance,
Kenyon spends almost $20 per
student in its lecture series, while
Wooster lecture committees are
only allotted about $13 per
student. And this is after an
increase in the Cultural Events
(the faculty lecture committee)
budget from $124)00 last year to
$18400 this year.
- When they get afl this money,
the choices for a piutsanMiaig
board aren't easy. Who and what
should they bring, and is that
Culture? The Cultural Events
Committee, and its student
lectures, convocations, symposia,
and artistic celebrations. Contrast
the combined attendance at
Marcus Pbhknann's convocation.
Okja KuehTs piano recital and Nel
Sheehan's evening lecture withjust one footbal game crowd. Live
presentations , (even the here-ma&cpte- d
athletic event) are things
never to be ffiscoveredi again.(JnfortunateJy. many of us' are so
concerned with our petty classes
or "social Eves" that we neglect
these happenings which never can
and never wil return in the same
dynamic envkonmei.
I address herein those people
who w3 stand for something. I
realize that I do not reach the
prime offenders. I ask these
questions primarily to my --own
Breathes there a Wooster
student who de&ghts in stretching
his mental muscles? Is mere a
Eberal arts student among us who
goes to class today that he might
discover or formulate a "new"
thing mstead of bending politely to
receive a grade? Is there a person
who is excited about Wooster and
fife in the same breath? If these
questions can only be understood
as the bitter rambfings of a would-b-e
kiteffectual with nothing else to
occupy him. we are certainly not in
any position to state that we can
broaden most minds for even four
years, let alone a Efehme. If these
questions can be debated
vigorously. I wB eat my words.
') Thank you,
Alan (Jeremiah) Gasser
P.O. Box 1656
Thank You,
Howard!
the Voice
Staff
counterpart, the SAB speakers
and Topics Committee are by
nature intellectually chauvinistic:
they decide what Is a worthy
event, or what isn't.
Obviously, there is no standard
handbook of what is intellectual
and cultural, so the criterion are
debatable. Vice-Preside- nt Baird
.
suggests one guideline, There are
things we know are culturally and
intellectually valuable. For
instance a Beethoven sonata has
stood the test of time; we know it
has value. We don't know whether
'Coal Miner's Daughter' will do the
same." - " --
. The final question here is, how
intellectual do we get? , Should
people , pnly be discussing
Chaucer. Marxor Einstein at the
dinner table, -- and can that be
expected? Most of us come tc
college for a variety of reasons and
although this would seem to
contradict the catalogue,
participating strongly in an
inteBecnjalcoinrnunityinaynotbe
first on the Est. (Many would argue
that it should be.) V
Other points aside, faculty and
administrators seem to agree that
the final goal of intellectual
community isn't so important as
getting . started towards it.
"Reaching the goal is kind of Eke
getting dressed in the morning.'
says Vice-Preside- nt Baird. "You
know when you're done. The
important thing now is to get on
with it. to take the necessary steps
to improve the intellectual
atmosphere here.
--- An Again,
cant from p. 3
Usually, college - students are
expected to act "rowdy and raise
"heir during weekend nights at
the movies. But Wooster students
are different; they behave
property-
- Unlike other college
students, they do not throw beer
cans or get up on the stage acting
Eke weekend alcoholics. They
behave wefl. They only throw
paper airplanes and play musical
chairs (of course, in tune with the
music of the films), consequently
entertaining the otherwise bored
audience. Unlike other college
students who often shout out dirty
sexual jokes during the movies,
the audience
.
has acquired
maturity,' sophistication, and setf-contro- L
The viewers shout out
only ethnic jokes. Ofcourse, those
are of excellent quality.
Moreover, the Wooster
audience has genuine appreciation
'for cinematic art. What is really
admirable is the way the viewers
express their approval of fine films.
For instance, when a gorgeous
VOICEPraised
For its Accuracy
cant from p. 2
the left, or at least to what was
perceived as the left". The. Voice's
.balanced coverage is refreshing.'
In reference to your issue of
Oct. 24, 1 want to particularly laud
Eric Johnson's article on
sensational, over-simpfifi- ed news
reporting, e.g. CBS's 60 Minutes.
Hopefully the Voice will cdntinue
to "take its own medicine,"
reporting events objectively and
covering news whenever and
however it occurs.'
v Sincerely yours,
Brian Miller
Assistant Director of Admissions
'3
M
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Hondros says. The concern is that
too many students don't extend
their mind beyond, coursework
and fai to take fuB advantage of
the intellectual stimulation
available here. Poor attendance at
some lectures, concerts, and
discussions underscore the
problem. . . . , V
Another segment of the
problem is the sometimes poor
inter-department- al communica-
tion and cooperatkxi on research
or educational pt ogams. Related
to this is the dose-miridedne- ss of
some faculty; and students,
.
the
unwS&ngness' to discuss one's
views in a place where discussion
should be encouraged.
The tools for dealing with the
lack of intellectual community Ee
with the faculty, says Hondros,
Baird and college administrators
from Kenyan and Oberim. Dr.
Peter Havhotm. chairman of the
Faculty Cultural Events
Committee .says, If faculty
express enthusiasm about an
event or convocation to their
students, it does more to boost
attendance than 100 posters."
Professor Hondros echoes this
sentiment. "We need faculty who
wil exefee students and alsospend
time outside of class in the
company of students.. ..For
Students Lack Intellectual Priorities;
As Tuesday Nkjht Club ExempESes
in l fl
o
t fl
UNKNOWN TO MANY STUDENTS, the Treasure Room on the
fifth level of the library contains valuable manuscripts. Photo by
Rodger PelagaCL -
Library Hoards a Treasure in Print
And it is as Good as Gold for Students
by C. Chra Nelson
The next time you are on the top
floor of Andrews Library, take
note of the inconspicuous room
sometimes incorrectly called "the
--Treasury Room".
Most of the Treasure Room's
contents were the gifts of early
College presidents such as Taylor,
or of faculty members. Many of the
books, periodicals and manu-
scripts are first editions or
Off Again--
laaV becomes the target of art
explosive machine gun as in "The
of the Mateer audience is the
appreciative clapping of hands.
What a splendid audience! The'
viewers really Know how and when
to respond to a well choreo-
graphed. cinematicaDy artistic
killing. Take another example:
when two lovers kiss in passion pif.
the screen, the audience provides
excellent background music
usually in exaggerated smooching
or kissing sounds, in the attempt
to artistically complement the
scene. The Mateer audience is
truly a gifted, art-lovin- g crowd. 1 do
not have to explain how it reacts to.
explicit love scenes. Even when
the Wooster audience displays
disapproval for a scene, it does so,
in a most gentlemanly way: it never'
boos; it merely makes hissing
sounds. ' - ; .
The Mateer audience is the best
behaved movie crowd I have ever
seen anywhere. Not even ftfose
mature Wooster high school
students act better: They have not
acquired that COW appreciation
for cinematic art; therefore they
never clap or make any kissing or
hissing sounds. Unlike the college
crowd, they just sit quietly; they
never make any comments about
the attractive parts of women's
anatomy shown on the screen.
They even read aloud subtitles
foreign films! What a boring
crowd!
Well. I hope that the new people
(freshmen and 'transfers) inherit
the Wooster tradition of
spectacular audienceship. If only
play goers acted in the same good
manner at the Free lander Theater
as the movie viewers at Mateer...
Richard W. An
Box 1049
Ext. 341
.
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association copies presentea to
the College by the author or .
someone with a - Wooster r
connection.' Lowry's books, with
his personal notations, are kept '
there. " - :' - .. "Among the more interesting;
Biblical , volumes :: include : a
seventeenthentury copy of the - )
Westminster Confession (second
printing, 1658). In the category of . ".
literature, one can find a sixteenth-- v
century edition of Chaucer's
Claredon's History oRebeflion.'A
first edition of Samuel. Johnson V f
dictionary from 1755 can be found
v The Treasure Room, houses a
Bound volumes of the "Southern V
Literary Messenger'' from 1834-- 3 5
(the years Edgar Allen Poe w&i"'
editor) i are ' there. "Househo! i
KWords the pertocScat exted it--
one time oy riaries.jjicKens .t..
also available.' On a' more
note, raneteenth-centur- y copies c
the "Wayne County Democrat '
and the "Wooster Republican''
(ancestor of the TWopster Da! r
RecordTf are stored in the room.j The books are; kept in tha
Treasure Room .'inainly for
security and also because tihievii
condition doesn't permft them to,
.
be on open shelves. ;s ' ' '
- The manuscripts 'fete.room
are worthy of attention. .They
include papers pertaining to tfyv
Notesteirt and Compton families. ' V
as weD as the compositions .nd.l-.- .
notes of Carl Merz. The most.V
famous manuscript is (hat of Adel4
Hugo (the daughter' of French
poetdramatist Victor . Hugo).:
Transcripts of her personal journal
were obtained by the College from 'i
Dr. Frances GuiBe Secor. Secor,-v.- v
formerly a French professor here. (
wrote a book based or Adele's .';
diary. Her book was then made --
into a f3m entitled, "The Story of
Adele H.", making its preview in S
1975. Dr. Secor obtained the .
untranslated primary source from
the Hugo family.
The materials contained in the
room are available by special
permission. By not taking,
advantage of the collection,
students are missing a great '
opportunity. Although there is no .
single body of material
'comparable to the Notestein
Library, the Treasure Room has a .
few very inteTesting as weD as
valuable pieces. r- -
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LAST SATURDAY NIGHTS concert fans surprised Jonah Koslen, lead guitarist lor Breathless,
with their rendition of the song "Radio". Photo by Rodger Pelagalli. 1
Rights of Women and Blacks Interrelated
conf from p. J
side losing each time the other
gains. "This rule is so entrenched
that battle lines have been set up
between the oppressed groups,
who fight one another for a bigger
piece of the pie," she said.
The game tends to pit blacks
against women for jobs and higher
wages, while all the while the
struggle is beneficial to those
power holders, white males, who.
engineer the battle by playing one
group off the other, Dugger said.
Because of realities like the
zero-su-m game, there is hostility
and distrust between blacks and
women, Dugger said. Currently,
she continued, black women are
being forced to choose between
the women's movement and the
black movement because the two
are in competition for resources.
Dugger brought this home with an
example. Many schools have
recently added black and women's
studies to their curriculum, she
said, so the two programs are in
competition for funds and
personnel to staff them. This
competition makes it look as if the
blacks' and women's struggles are
very different, and promotes
conflict between them, Dugger
said. But really, she stated, blacks'
and women's oppression can be
traced to the same source.
American social categories:
. race, religion, class, sex and the
like, put restrictions upon the
behavior of those people who
place themselves, within a
category. The categories fix
people's identity and therefore
force them to abandon all creative
talents, Dugger said. "Blacks have
been characterized as shiftless,
lazy, and incompetent while
women have been stereotyped as
scatter-brained- , emotional and
nuturant.
Since by these categories blacks
and women are in equally inferior
NCAA Proposal Opposed
cont from p. 1
the majority of its representatives
being male. Despite the AIAW's
public opposition to the plan, the
NCAA still intends to present the
governance policy to its members
next January in anticipation of its
subsequent adoption.
Supposedly the NCAA's
proposal will offer institutions the
option of affiliating its women's
program with the AIAW or the
NCAA. However, with the
preponderance of men in final
decision making positions in
institutions, such as head athletic
"director, the chances are great
that all programs will fall under the
control of the NCAA. Lawyers for
the AIAW have also pointed out
that the wording of the NCAA plan
eventually requires all women's
programs to conform to NCAA
rules. The women's program at a
school not in compliance with the
NCAA rules would disqualify the
V
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positions, it is ctear tnat racism
and sexism are interrelated,
Dugger said. She pointed to
similarities in harassment of blacks
and women - lynching and rape.
In addition, since the black women-receiv- e
lower wages and have a.
higher level of unemployment than
black men, white women and
white men, she has got two forms
of oppression working against her,
sex and race, Dugger said.
men's program trom competition,
thlis allowing the NCAA -- to
manipulate the men's teams into
forcing the women's to comply.
In addition, the rNCAA has
guaranteed women only 200 of its
seats ojn decision-makin- g
committees. This combined with
the continuation of its one-school-one-vo- te
policy, would in effect
mean that men would acquire the
responsibility for voting on behalf
U of women's programs. Moreover,
the NCAA has proposed no
changes in its rules governing
men's programs. The elimination
of the AIAW would mearra loss of
representation and power for
women athletes.
Already schools are heeding the
call and taking action against "the
NCAA. Wooster and Swarthmore
are in the process of submitting an
appeal to the NCAA stating their
support of two separate governing
bodies. In addition another public
supporter of the AIAW in its
actions is Pres. Copeland who will
address the AIAW conference.
The conference is an attempt" to
"tap a new power source", states
Seward, saying "Student athletes'
riahts are at stake." ;
v CITY NEWS
NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES--- '.
PAPERBACKS
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Women's Resource Center Functions
To Serve Varied Needs of Women
1 by Susan Reid
Some of you may wonder, as 4
you walk to Mom's or read the
Spinner, What is the. Women's
Resource Center? What does it
do, and who is it for?
Denise Ahlquist, coordinator of
the Women's Resource Center,1
along with Karen Wilson, sees the
"center as fulfilling five primary
roles. The center itself houses
resource library of magazines,
pamphlets, books and papers on a
variety of subjects on the images,
roles, potentials, and barriers
which relate to women, through
literature, health, careers,- - and a
myriad of other areas. The
physical space of the center,
located, in the basement of Lowry
Center, is also an important,
element, providing a place for
discussion and for the library, for
research and for exploration.
Students Discuss
Health Problems
' conf from pg. 1
countries, while there are obvious
problems here, Meriwether
responded by citing statistics on
poverty. In the United States, a
family of four earning $8000 or less
is considered poverty stricken. In
' a country such as Nigeria or
Senegal, however, a family
(usually consisting of more than
four members) is pn the poverty
level when it brings in $200 per
year. The poor in Third World
nations usually survive by raising
what crops they can for their own
consumption. "There is a
UIIICICIH.C 111 OUJVIUlt svrv.aiyi
between a nation such as ours and
an underdeveloped one," he said.
Social Security and welfare are
unheard of in Third World nations.
"Not to say that there isn't
inequality in the United States, but
they're of different standards,"
Meriwether said.
Meriwether spoke of his own
experience in working with Third
World nations. When he went
abroad to work in health facilities
in underdeveloped nations, he was
not well received. Because he was
culturally "different, time-- , was
needed to build trust. Meriwether
found that he had to experience
the way others live in order to
understand thenv. "People must
be;taught to help themselves so
that when the International Health
person leaves, the project can
continue," he said.
- The question asked by most of
the listeners was, "How can our
country or we as individuals helpJ
the" situation? Meriwether
responded that "If our country
were to make a total effort to
change the standard of living in the
Third World, the consequences
would be personal sacrifice."
Trade lot one would have to be
equalized, meaning the things we
receive should be more expensive..
We can contribute .by living under
different conditions, he said
Meriwether does not see oui
nation- - making such a commit
ment. but rather having the
attitude of, "Why should I sacrifict
my comfortable standards for i
nation that can't take care of its
own' people?" . ,
' Rapid Reading
Improve fate, accuracy, concentration retention
. and over-ai- r comprehension. : .
Smalt groups or private sessions.
Call AsCom Training Center -2- 62-7886
Programming also stems from
the center, covering a wide range
of topics. This fall, there has been a
focus on sexuality and its effects
on perception of women, their
perception of themselves, as well
as the images of women .held by
men, and the - effects . of these
perceptions on the roles which we
take, and the expectations which
we - have for ourselves and for
. .i ri - - l -omers. programming in mis area
has included discussions on sexual
harassment, two of which are to be
held in Andrews and in vompton
on Monday the third and Monday
the tenth respectively. Program-
ming has also included a reception
for new women faculty, two open
houses held ' in the resource
center, a film. Taking Our Bodies
Back, and weekly meetings and
discussions, held Wednesdays at
9:00 p.m.
There are also plans for further
discussions, a women's week to be
held winter quarter, including
speakers, discussions, films and
entertainment, and "talent show. A
major speaker is also tentatively
planned for spring quarter, and
there are tentative plans for
coordinating - programming with
Shalom House, - the' Black
Students Association, the art
department,- - the Gay Support
Group, and others.
The center is also a referral
service, helping to direct particular
problems to areas where they can
conf on p.7 ' : '
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. cont from p. 4 ,
completely destroyed. The Greek
people responded to these trials
by forming -- Resistance-groups
which developed into well-organize- d
guerilla forces. .. .
, The Resistance groups fought
the German and Italian armies for
three years,, ottering valuable
services to the Allied struggle as a
whole, while at the same time the
Greek government, which had
sought .refuge in Egypt after the
German invasion, formed strong
armv otouds m the" Middle tast
which" together" with what had
been saved of the Greek fleet,
carried on the'war alongside the
British. . " -
v The struggle of the Greek
people against the two military
giants of the period, stands today
as a symbolic-on- e. The resistance
of a small natioowith insignificant
weapons, against the military
'demonstrates well that - united
people who fight for their rights
always win.
'-- Today ' many nations are in
Greece's position. Latin America,"
Africa, Asia, D Salvador, Cyprus,
and many other countries fight for
their rights. The people of these
countries struggle for inde-nendenc- e.
democracy, liberation.
ThoO ctmonlo aaainst militant- -
'-- y
juntas which are backed by super-- ,
powers., i ney iiyiu tor ikjiikui
rights; they fight for democracy;
ihey fight to be able to go back, to '
their homes-- , in the caseof Cyprus.
.Some of these nations know
about the Greek example,- - some
don't. All of them, though. , are
aware of the importance of their.
struggle. All oj them know that
"people united are, never
defeated and they are sure that
victory is not fat away. .
Lowry Bakery Provides Fresh Goods
Daily Without Use of Preservatives
. As we stood muching our hot
buttered rolls, this seemed like the
' of all"nicest : journalism
assignments.
We had had little trouble in
finding the college bakery, our
' subject for thisf feature. We had
been r following " . food service
.
director Howard. Raber through
, some of the back halls , and
stairways of Lowry Center when
the rich yeasfand hot bread smells
came drifting down the hall,
leading us without doubf to our
destination.' After, a brief
man, the person who makes it all
happen, she cheerfully gave us the
full tour, leading us back past -
shelves of rookies, rolls and rice
crispie bars into the
.
efficient
technology and the contrasting
homey smells and mass quantities
of the kitchenV -
- The bakery is run by four fuH-tim- e
employees and several part-ti- me
students "and provides the
breads, pies, cakes,: cookies,
doughnuts, and other goodies for
. the Wooster Inn, Lowry,
Kittredge,. Mom's Truck Stop,"
and catering. As we, arrived, the
rolls were just coming out of the
seven shelf rotating oven, and
hoagie buns were being sliced
quickly into a box for the deli.
Large soft lumps of brown dough
for the evening soup and bread
meaTs french bread were being fed
into a no-nonsen- se machine which
turned them out in long loaves to
be slid into long pans, buttered and
- baked. The massive bread board
was used to deftly roll and smooth
dough; ancTfo'.form the hot dog
rolls which are still done by hand.
Doughnut makers, mixing
bowls, bun makers, and the moist.
warm, waiK-- m dougn rising room,
are the envy of the home baker,
The orders which are received
every week are not, however the
day's request had included ' 20
loaves of white bread, 19 loaves
--whole wheat, 15 loaves rye, 45
dozen rolls, 31 dozen ' stickey '
'n ' r n I . l t
buns, 15 loaves of french bread, 13
trays of rice crispy treats, 12
pudding cakes and other Hems,
such as cookies. Work for the
bakery staff had begun at 6:00 a.m.
since most of the. baked goods
must be prepared in the same day
in which they are to be used. When
we arrived at 9.0Q a good deal of
the day's baking had already been
finished, or was weD under way, as
could be seen (and smelted). Since
there is no second shift, all of the
baking must be finished before the
staff leaves, whether- - this is
completed by 1:00 ornot.'v v:
, Orders come down - every
Friday, and Wanda figures out the
number of portions which will be
needed throughout the week. At
one point, a big. black spiral
cookbook contained all of the
recipes which were, used and
several different sizes were given
for each recipe. Now, however,
the number of portions is fed into a
computer which is programmed
with , these old recipes, and tl
exact proportions are given in t!
print out, making life a bit
and amounts prepared more
accurate. TheTecipes are made up
by the gallon, calling for as much
as 100 pounds of flour. In the
storage room, huge bags of flour
and sugar line, the walls, as do-box- es
and cans --of shortening.
Occasionally, students have asked
for recipes from the bakery and
have been surprised to discover
that,-- although the breakdown of
these recipes may be difficult due
to their size, the ingredients are all
the usual home baking' goods,
since ; preservatives and extra
colorkrals are not used. Very few
packaged mixes are used, as well,
though an occasional cake or pie
filling will be prepared.
That evening, as I ate my french
bread and peanut butter (a pretty
tacky combination, I realize), it
was nice to know just how the stuff
had been made. I had a special
appreciation for the bread and for
the cooks who had baked it for me
that morning.
. f t n .... I - .ma vw tfUOUgn lines up lor a IKMJr Odin nwnavan mwi wniwjuitjr .
' the DeC Photo by Martha Oesch, . -'- - -- f;.". "- - :"Y','"'
Qch
A round lump of soft dough takes on a familiar elongated form as bakery workerJoan Kaser uses a
specialized machine. Photo by Martha Oesch. ... --. . " ; V ' ' - '"
Continuity Marks Modern Greek History
by Lauren Smith '
' In continuation of the Greecer-A-n
Interdisciplinary Odyssey
symposium. Professor John
Hondros of the history
department gave a lecture on
"Continuity and Change in
Modern Greek Politics."
The first' question raised at this
lecture was: "What constitutes
;modern Greek history?" Hondros
believes that. modern history for
Greece spans the time from 1821
to the present. When one thinks of
the several political changes that
--have occurred in Greece since
1821 the idea of continuity seems
laughable. But Professor Hondrps
says continuity rather than change
men's Resource Center Functions
To Serve Varied Needs of Women:
cont from p. 6
be dealt with more directly and
efficiently should the need arise.
Support groups - are also an
important part of the center, pro-
viding a place where groups can
get together to share their ques-
tions and problems with one another.
Ahlquist emphasized the
Student Recital
Sparks OriginaEtyJ
- , '
-
' Two Wooster students, Mark
Frazier and Don Rice, wiB be
presenting a recital. of original
compositions ' this Sunday in
Mackey Hall at 3:00.
Both students have written --a
; number of pieces while studying
with Professor Gallagher of the
Wooster music department, a
.composer in his own right and an
excellent teacher: Frazier and
Rice will present a wide variety of
pieces, utilizing ' about forty
students in a choral piece, a
soprano solo set to original poetry
by Rice, a cycle of songs set to e.e.
curnmings poetry, works for piano
"and for strings. : ' v -
The "work of cxrnposition was
only one major step in preparation
for this recital, since groups had to
be worked with in learning the
music - and V preparing .: it for
performance. The entire
presentation represents a great
.
deal of work and should prove to
be well worth hearing. - ;
: This bone in a series of student
recitals which well try to let you
--, know about in the future. Those
. who have participated in, or have
'
attended such recitals in the past,
realize that they can be very
exciting and professionally
presented events. ""'.
has been the hallmark of Greek
politics. Certainly, there has been
a great, deal of instability: seven
different constitutions, two bloody
civO wars, several dictatorships,
and two republics. The current
government in Greece is a
democracy with two- - leaders-- a
prime minister and a president of
the Republic.
.
This is continuity? Yes;
although the governments have
been unstable,"! Hondros said,
there have always been five traits
to be found in each one:
1) Political Clientele.
. 2) Foreign interference in Greek
politics . '
3) Military intervention
4) question of rnortarchyi
import ance of who the center
serves, explaining that t is for aff
members of the College
community, both male and female.
The center does provide a focus
on women's issues, it fiOs a needed
role here, and that will not be
sacrificed in attempting tolnclude
everyone. The diversity provided
by the center ... needs to be
emphasized, however .lt is not a
center for radical feminists, and its
members are not all on the same
plain of belief. The center is a place
for all women and men, in that it .
helps to provide an information
source and a place for questioning
an4 discussion on a wide variety of
topics and levels of -- interest in
women and their roles in and
relationship to the campus and to
the world. .. . " -
. 5) and the absence of separatist'
iimvcuiciiia.
Throughout the history ' of
Greek politics there has been fittie .
evidence of ideology.' Instead, the
citizens fed as though they are
they vote accordingly. This feeling
of political clientele also
contributes to the fact that there is
an absence of separatist
movements; since there are no
ideals to fight for, there is no need
for developing factions.
.Greece has a long history of
military intervention from the
Ottoman' Turks to Great Britain
and America. Not aO of this
.
intervention was unwelcome
however. At one time the Greeks
enlisted - the aid of any willing
outside powers in overthrowing
the Ottomans. Also, the Greek
elites saw the advantages of having
Eurotiean fniEtarv . and financial
aid. Foreign interference declined
after 1860. ; : . . ' j
I The Question of monarchv was
similar- - to the" questions that
Britain asked "should we keep the
King?' If so, should he have any
formal Dowers, or should he be a '
figurehead?" Greece, Kke Britain,
chose the latter course of action. '
i Finally, the , question of'
economics arises. How does
Greece finance its government?
Where does the money come to
pay the bureaucracy? There are
three major sources of money in
Greece: tourism, agriculture, and
remittances. There are very few
large-scal-e' industries... most of
Greece remains in an. agrarian
stage.
.
.V-- .
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John Anderson
Service of SAB Speakers and
Topic Committee
John Anderson proposes an
economic program that will
balance the federal budget and
curb inflation. He also opposes
any tax cut until the budget is
balanced, stipulating that the
budget would be balanced in
"ordinary times" but expectedly
could procure a deficit during
economically difficult times.
Anderson's program favors
"using the tax code to increase
savings and available investment
capital, which could then be used
to increase productivity and
-- create jobs.
He also proposes allowing small
businesses ' to write off the first
$50,000 in equipment and
machinery purchases each year
and favors simplifying deprecia-
tion deductions for business
investments in equipment and
machinery and for industrial and
commercial structures.
, Anderson also endorses the
Youth Act of 1980 which providesjob
.
training to disadvantaged
youth and high school dropouts.
He also favors expanding the
number of people eligible for
extended unemployment
compensation.
In the area of taxation, he would
phase in a two percent across-the-boar- d
cut 'in corporate income
taxes by 1986. To encourage
industrial research and
development he favors tax
incentives, loan guarantees and
government programs. Through --
taxation, he would also reduce
national dependence on imported
oO and endorses government
programs to encourage Ameri
cans to conserve oil
Flair Travel
Consultants
348 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Cortveniertce
Just off the College Campus
; Book No Pot
v;
: Thanksghrbig and 41
Christmas . -- . .
CALL
264-65- 05
- Registarad Ohio Trx4 Agent
TA03OS
BUTTONS in political science
presidential contests. Photo by
Service off SAB Speakers and
Topics Committee
Ronald Reagan, the RepubScan
candidate for President, proposes
an ecorornic program to lower
taxes, cut federal spending, and
provide incentives for 'business
investment and personal savings.
If elected, Reagan plans to: --
'
--institute an immediate freeze
on all hiring of federal employees,
--cut personal taxes 10 in one
year, and 30 over three years in
accordance with the Kemp-Rot-h
tax cut plan,
Artist Uses Folk ulture ih
Unique AudidP
JamesGreen, aColorado artist.
makes Audio Art. His somewhat l
--unusual art;. fprrrt taped
recordings, is often presented to
audiences through loudspeaker
and megaphones indoors and out"
Tuesday, November; 4 at 8j p.rri
there wi9 be a performance of
Green's'AiidfoCarnivac A Palace .
of Oddmes" in the QaSery ,6f
Severance Art Studios; aV-- V
. .
His work, which has been heard
on National PubGc r Radx and
recently at thetaokSn Furnace(an artists ' book archives and
performance space) in Ne York
City, uses element c American
folk culture'. atk self-taug- ht
arnstsperformers ts repetition
characterizes much Of the work Si
the visual arts and musk today fGreen, too. Jnake lta 'vveXsfimportant aspect of htsrt. Some
of his more highly edited tapes
3---'.V- .C
---
r.w
2030 Portagt Row! Woostor. Ohio 44691 ; :0
LocatfcJ on The HiqfitANd Bus Route on Fortaqf Rd.V
(Across (rom HAwkiNs MARkn)
The Most Ud-To-D- ate Cuts ANd STyliNQ for
YouNq Men ancJ Women
OpEN TllESdAyS TrIRU SATURfJAyS -
For An Appointment CaII
265-089- 9
professor Marcus Pohhnann's
Rodger Pelagalli. - .
--Ro- nald Reagan-- -
:
--index ' future tax schedules
with respect to the inflation rate,
--accelerate the timetables on
depreciation of capital expendi-
tures,
.
'..
...
'
--impl- ement federal job
retraining and placement
piogiams for Jhe structurally
unemployed,
--
.
--establish "enterprise zones"
where entrepreneurs would be
minimally taxed and regulated to
stimulate economic activity in the
inner cities.,.,
have regularlrepeahng segments
which tac'and out during the
pieces.
Open to the pubfic, Tuesday
evening's performance begins with
Green's- - '."Audio Carnival."
loBowed bir brief intermission,
when the irhst wiB discuss his
work andcorKkided with a group
Aucbo Portrait"
vfi tM pM Green has receivedfimnti -- Uotti. the National .
Uir3ow.:r5 for the Arts and the
MirnesbtArts OwritiL ..Thj
particutat vnf has been made
po&siri0;irjpart therVeshman
Studies I)v ?i of the College and.
Far;: East 3dio of 'Woostertbr
provide ?s$rnt of the stereo?
Viv
you'Wr-- lhterested in good
programs for tfle;
camptjs: .'Community, whether
you're a. sfuerit or intern, then
SHA& is for-yo- u. : 'ry-- .
Whaf sHAB? Its a jiew
ccgariizaDon, a nucleus of students
concenied with promoting health
care programs on campus. The
new Director of Student Health
Services. Dri Peto. will advise the
group..
. MActivkles miaht include hokfim
4 T
collection trace thirty years of
Reagan and one of his chief
economic --advisors, economist
Milton Friedman, call for a steady
money supply growth policy from
the Federal Reserve Board. They
also promise that a Reagan
economic plan, "once established.
will be adhered to," that they wiB
avoid "abrupt changes in fiscal
and monetary policy.
To develop his economic
policies, has consulted
such people as: former President
Gerald Ford; former Secretary of
Defense and White House Chiefof
Staff Donald Rumsfeld; former
Secretary of Labor George
Schultz; former' Federal Reserve
Chairman Arthur Burns; and
former head of the Council of
Economic Advisors-- Alan
Greenspan. . ' w - .'-- .
. -
-
-
-
z.- -
Carter Supported
6y Helen Cordet' f
Washington, D C (CPS) - Ask
virtually any member of the higher
education lobby here which presi-denfi- al
candidate would -- do thV
most for colleges and. universities,
'and most fikety the reply wi3 be a
pause, and a sigh; &rf i;
"We would prefer a noreagani
candidate." notes the leajer, of an
--
,
education groups
Btudent Heth Group
seminars. on cardio-vascu- br pro-- ;
grams, contraception or alcohol or
sponsoring a heaUi fair." said Peto.
SHAB wiB also work with the
Helath (Writer
,
handling student
complaints and present Ideas for'
the center to concentrate Its
resources on."
An organizational meeting for
SHAB wiD be held Nov. 1 at 7 p--m.
in Lowry 119.
I
Typewriter Rentals
and Repairs
i I.B.M. Most Brands
at
JB Typewriter Service
2522 Cleveland Rd. 345-74-05
Jimmy Carter
Service of SAB Speakers and
Topics Committee
President Carter's economic
policies proposed last August,
include individual and business tax
relief as well as a jobs program and
other spending, programs. --
.
Carter has resisted an election
year personal tax cut, but he does
support personal tax reductions in
1981. He calls for this decrease in
the form of lower Social Security
deductions.
The heart of Carter's economic
policy is industrial revitaEzation.
Carter's economic renewal
program includes job-creati- ng tax
breaks, and constant rate
depreciation deductions for
capital investments.
To - handle inflation.. Carter
emphasizes steady
.
economic
recovery to prevent over-consumptio- n.
lhe President
would pressure higher incomes by
refusing to offset automatic tax
increases caused by rising wages. .
He would retain voluntary wage-pric- e
guidelines, and promises to
reduce government spending. The
Carter adrranisrrarion's long range
budget estimates indicate the
possibility of a balanced budget in
fiscal 1982. Budget projections
disclosed on July 21, 1980 show a
deficit of $29.8 bffion for fiscal
1981.
Tied to Carter's economic
policy are his energy poficies. He
has already begun to decontrol ofl
prices, and has strongly supported
the windfall profits tax on the oi
industry. - Carter proposes
spending $20 bZSon to stimulate
the synthetic fuels industry. .
The economic plank of the
Demuciatic. platform reads. "The
need to guarantee a fob for every
Arnerican who is able to work is
our highest priority." The party
has also endorsed an immediate
$12 bSSon anti-recessio- n program
to create at least 80.000 jobs.
by Default
The "lesser , of - two evis,"
according to .most lobbyists, is"
President Jimmy Carter. ""Just look
at the Republican and Democratic
platforms," advises the same edu-
cation group head. Tl think most
groups prefer the educational
platform of the Democrats."
4 Rep. John Anderson, the mad.,
mosr-dteusse- d candidate, b usual-
ly dismissed as "a spoiler.", at least
by Barbara Lawless of the National
Education Association (NEA. "One
shouldn't waste votes on him."
Lawless and the NEA, however,
are very much pro-Carte- r, The
NEA. which is a , 1.9 mSSon-memb- er
teachers union, controlled
302 votes at the Democratic
convention mat nominated Carter.
Three of tts former executive
officers are members of the Carter
administration, and it largely wrote
the party's education platform.
.Carter support among other
education lobbyists in Washington
is much more equivocal. Even
-- those who privately confessed
support for the president hedge the
support with uilkJsins of the
administration's education poficies.
. Though many lobbyists applaud
Gov. Ronald Reagan's desire to
stem federal "tntrustions" into
school poficies. they quickly ques--,
tion how far a federal withdrawal
should - or could - go.
Pianist Nanette Kaplan Solo--I
mon. Assistant Professor of Musks
at STippery Rock State College. wCJ
perform tonight at70 hi Mackeyl
HaH ...
.
-
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Trustee and Copeland Attend Debate;
Candidates Were "Politely Impolite"
by Juliet S. Blanchord
There's no telling what might
happen when you are dusting the
Evingroom furniture. Last week it
happened to me in a telephone call
from the National office of the
League of Women Voters saying,
"We have two tickets for you for
the Presidential debate."
"Oh?" was all I could reply. I
stifled a "Why me?" Actually I had
very little interest in the debate
and had already told some
.
students I had absolutely no "pulT
which could get. them there. So I
hesitated. I wasn't sure I coild go.
- could I give the tickets to. some
eager students? This got a cool
response: very few seats available,
great pressure to get in--I asked for
a day lo make arrangements. .
It didn't take me a day to find
someone to go who satisfied the
League desire for prestige. It is
always best to start at the top, so I
phoned- - President Henry
Copeland-
- To my astonishment he
was hi town, he would be delighted
to go and he had the evening free. I
had the grace to offer my ticket to
his wife but she was to "be in
Florida. SO, the first hurdle was
surmounted. -- -
The next one was getting hold of
the-"-, tickets which had not yet
been printed and had to be picked
up in Cleveland. For the next four
days telephones : between. my
house, - the Colleger Cleveland,
Washington, Stow, Ohio
multiplied. - Sunday . afternoon
there came an harassed female
voice on the phone, "I am so sorry,
I owe you can apology, it's a
rnaanouse nere- -
I interrupted, "Are you about to
tell me I don't have tickets?"
"No, I am telling you you do
have tickets, we just found them.
You are not in the regular
categories." "
On Monday, Dean. Hopkins, a
Wooster Trustee in Cleveland,
phoned that he had our tickets in
his, hand plus an invitation to a
party following the debate. Dr.
Copeland and I could meet him in
his' office parking tot on Tuesday
- night to get them. So, we were
over hurdle two. - "
Next hurdle, getting there. By
this time there was considerable
-- excitement among people. who
heard we were- - going and we
were receiving lots of advice.
- Get there early - no parking space
- long lines - theyTl overbook the
space don't try to ,eat : in
downtown Cleveland - the whole
area will be blocked off ,
take the College bus. park out in
front and gef us some free
publicity! As a matter of fact it was
very easy.. Mr.. Hopkins" office
garage was just outside of the
police barricades. He had found us
' a parking garage, that stayed open
till midnight. We left the lunch I
had packed as insurance in the car'
and found plenty of room in the
Hollendon House coffee shop.
--
.
.
It was now7:3D and we walked :
to the Convention Center which
was securely roped off. Some half-
hearted demonstrators for ERA or
Jesus and. 'policemen on
horseback brought out my camera --
from beneath, my coat. Law-abidin- g
Henry Copeland warned it '
might be taken away from me. But
- he gallantly said he would visit me
in jail. Police directed us around a
long cold block of barricades to
.the Music Hall entrance for white
tickets. Therewas only 15 minutes
to --wait for the 8 o'clock .opening.
Clutching our tickets and blinking
at the TV lights we moved with the
crowd, were slowly checked in.
My handbag was inspected but no
one questioned the lens and
camera flash ; it contained. We
followed the signs to our proper
section congratulating ourselves,
"We're IN. Here we are, LIVE."
The arrangements were
interesting. Facing, the stage, the
right side of the main floor was
reserved for family and friends of
Reagan's, Carter people were on
the left. The next level right and
left were for VHP's. We were in the
last rise of seats. The wholecenter
portion was unoccupied --as the
.view of the --stage was blocked by
the battery of nine TV cameras
and equipment. We had our
choice of seats in our area and Dr.
Copeland tried out several till we
had the best possible view. We had
made one mistake, we should have
brought', binoculars' instead of
sandwiches!
- There was time to examine the
setup.. The stage was bare except
for the two podiums and two sets
of cameras at the side trained ort
the questioners facing the stage.
The backdrop was plain white with
a rectangular hole in the middle. It
was Bghted and people were
moving around. A woman with
binoculars said they had guns. It
went dark when --the debate
started. Another mystery was a
small cylinder on the floor in back
of the candidate like a tank
vacuum cleaner. An air
conditioner?
9:23 A woman walked on stage'
and checked each podium
.
.
'
' '
.
"carefully. - : ' - -
9:25 Howard K. . Smith
welcomed us and announced rules
of behavior: sit down, . don't
change seats, don't smoke, don't
applaud or express approval or
disapproval in any other way.
9:27 Mrs. Reagan arrived and
was warmly welcomed by the
group of the right. :
9:28 ; Mrs- - Carter arrived and .
was also welcomed by her group.
9:29 Reagan and Carter entered
went to their podiums and had
microphones fastened on..
30 seconds of dead silence. We
waited. Across this country many
millions waited before, their TV --
sets in hope, or cynicism or fear
knowing that life on. this planet
could be changed by one .of the
men before us. ."'."..
- Then the debate began. What
they said will be, has been, fully
reported and torn to shreds by the
media. It had aH been said before
and I can't read my notes written in
the dark. I kept thinking what a
terrible spot for any person to be
in. But they asked for it. They were
both good: relaxed, articulate,
'confident, not bombastic In fact
they-
- appeared to be worthy
opponents. They were politely
impolite to each other while
claiming that the other was a Ear.
or ignorant or ridiculous or
incompetent. But they were not as
graciously insulting as delegates
whom I have heard many times at
the UN. The questions were better
than last time 'though still toojnvolved and wordy. Both
candidates were smooth at
avoiding specifics. In fact, I kept
thinking that if they were as good
as they sounded, if they could
really do after election what they
claimed now they intended to do,
our country might do well with
either one - but differently. I felt
better about democracy than I
have in years. '
The League of Women Voters
party, one of many, was a little
anticlimax." The suite was locked!
When we finally got man elaborate
hot buffet was waiting for us. We
greeted League friends and I
figured out at last that I had been
allowed to come as I had been the
first Chairman of The League of
Women. Voters Education Fund
which sponsored the whole thing.
And a wonderful job they did. Am Tl
going to tell you which candidate
was better? Certainly not. I am a
non-partisa- n Leaguer until I enter
that booth on Nov: 4.- - -
At last the ninety minutes. of
intense concentration on real
public issues was over. The hall
burst into applause, -l-aughter,
voices, movement.. Henry and I
found our way out of a "secure"
exit. I took a picture of the press
taking pictures and wecrossed the
street to the Bond Court Hotel.
764 Pittsburgh ,
"Avenue
.
"
-- The Pizza with the Big Secret! v J--
'
:
-
--Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Mushrooms. Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian --"American Foods
- YEIjCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us: r : .
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m. Phone No: .,
Frt Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m. 263-019- 0
. sx. .. rt.i., k -- tn'- "1rioff Tiles.
rl
Classified Ads
SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, -- personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West -- Market St.
CaU toB free 14004629150.
. HELP WANTED
Addressers wanted immediately!
Work at home - no experience
necessary- - - excellent pay. Write
National Service. 9041 Mansfield.
Suite 2004. Shreveport. Louisiana
71118.
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Brandywine Ski Resort has 20 full-tim- e
jobs-insi- de or outside -- for
men or women who can drop out
winter quarter. Pay starts at $3.50
per hour; can earn $2500 before r
spring and save most of it. Free
sleeping quarters provided. Write
to Box 343. Northfield. Ohio
44067 and teO us about yourself.- -
MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted: Responsible young adult
to share apartment. Male, female,
or couple. CaB 264 2093. ,
Wanted: Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write credit manager P.O. Box
537. ShelbyviBe. md. 46176.
Store Hours: Saturday 930 - 5:33
The New Preppy Look Begins
With Our Crested Flannel -
Blazer
Shirts
Skirts
Blazer - $66.00. . .
$15.00-$19.0- 0
$18.00-$21.0- 0
, YouU weair.it --with eWrything.':.and youll look
absolutely right! Our blazer is a rich wool-blen- d, '
beautifully tailored with patch pockets (of course!)
and perfect needle stitching. Wear it with tartan .
skirt and tailored shirt for the prep-scho- ol look so
important this fall. We have it in all the right colors,
at a very affordable price for so much fashion. T -
- Come in today. . Junior Sizes 5-1- 3 :.
LijSZ3tSSnS!ZSi
Young Moderns-Thir-d Floor-- 1
It Fcrya to Buy Oudliy
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Woo Varsity Field Hockey Loses to Alumni,
On October 18. the Alumni beat
the hockey team 6-- 3. In the first
half, the Varsity hockey team was
able to hold the Alumni to two
goals, while scoring one goal.
In the second half, the junior
varsity team managed to score
two goals, while giving up four
goals. .
Terri Prodoehl, women's coach
for field hockey, looked
intimidating in the goal cage for the
Alumni. The hockey play was
good, and everyone had fun.
The Wooster Varsity field
hockey team met Ohio Wesleyan
at home on October 21.
Wooster charged to a 3-- 1
victory, with goals scored by
Carolyn Molyneaux, Joan Fisher
and Julie Schubert.
On October 24, Wooster
encountered Miami University on
their home field. Wooster was
knocked down, 4-- 1.
During ,the first half, Miami
controlled the game, firing twenty
attempts on goal, scoring on two.
Wooster attempted two shots, but
did not score.
With 29:46 left in the first half.
Workum of Miami U. scored off a
flat pass, crossing in front of the
goal. Then, with 25:29 left, Dick
scored another Miami goal.
During the second half.
Wooster attempted three shots
and connected on one shot. Miami
fired nine shots and scored on two
of them.
With 30:29 left m the game.)
Wooster's Tracey Holliday scored
on the rush on goal.
With 21 minutes remaining.
Dick scored another Miami goal.
To top off the Miami scoring.
Workum scored the final goal with
16:44 left in the game.
Wooster has scored 46 goals,
while 26 goals have been scored
against them. .
.
Kathy Majeski is the leading
scorer with nine goals. Wooster
scored the most goals in one
game, when they defeated
Marietta, 12-0- . Kathy Majeski and
Nancy Hall have both scored three
goals during one game. Kathy
Majeski has scored three goals
during one game two times.
Wooster has earned three shut-
outs. They beat Oberlin 1-- 0,
Marietta 12-0- , and Bowling Green
20.
Scoring stats so far: nine goals.
Spurs Others,
Kathy Majeski; eight goals, Nancy
Hall; seven goals. Amy Barnard;
six goals, Julie Schubert and
Carolyn Molyneaux; five goals,
Joan Fisher; two goals, co-capta- in
Mary Vlahos and Tracey Holliday;
one goal, Kathy Jims.
In Ohio Division III competition,
Wooster sports a 5-- 2 record.
Wooster is 7-- 5 overall.
After the match with Ohio State
Varsity and
The Spiking Scotties had a
fantastic, outing on Saturday at
home, bearing Malone (15-8- ) (15-4)- .-
Bkiffton, (15-8- ) (15-3- ), and
Wilmington (15-1- 1) (15-12- ).
These victories raised
Wooster's record to 1 1 --9. "We had
THENEW
I PLANNING 1 .
m--11M
I CALENDAR
)
"Wooster Through The Year" (
C "Wooster Through The Year" is an academic year calendar noting , )? the important events taking place on the campus from C
J September 1, 1980 to September 1, 1981. Featuring photographs r
S from The 1980 Student Photography Contest and 52 reproductions )
C of prints, etchings, and wood cuts by College of Wooster S
? alumni, it is an attractively bound engagement desk calendar. C
Important dates are noted with ample room for your own f
S notations. Size 9" x 7 12". Price $4.00.
; ' - --f- tJ:r"rr I f T" (iffs V . r
K-k's!l-
SSS
Available at The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore f
Majeski No. 1
on Wednesday, Wooster will be
preparing to travel to Ohio
Wesleyan. for the state
tournament. Wooster has been
awarded a Bye for the first game,
so they will meet the winner of the
Oberlin-Lak- e Erie College
confrontation. It is expected that
Wooster will continue to play well.
Good Luck at the state
tournament.
JV Volleyball
a good day commented 'Head
Coach Geri Knortz. "We played "
the games that we are capable of
playing. We were supportive and.
played as a team."
Cited for. good play by Coach
Knortz were Jill Basinger and
Mary Lesourd for their fine serving
and for their defensive play. The
setting executed by Amy Hoffman
and Janet Harriman was excellent.
Kris Leslie played strong. Janet
Harriman had one of her best
days, and Diane Buchanan played
good all around games.
On October 25. the junior
varsity spikers met the Bluffton
spikers at home, but did not fare as
well as the varsity V --ball team. The
results were (15-10- ) (3-1- 5) (1-1- 5)
(9-15- ).
Wooster played fantastic during
the first game of the match. They
controlled the game. There was
excellent defense. Their record is
1-- 7.
According to player Lea Anne
Acton, "In the second game,
maybe we tried too hard to win.
We still had trouble, with our
serving and lack of communica-
tion at times.'.
Asked about problems between
the first game and the second
game, Coach Dave Lewellen said,
"We totally lost the momentum.
We lost momentum because of
our serving and serve reception.
Volleyball is 90 momentum and
10 hustle."
On October 30, the J.V. will play
their last two games of the season.
They are traveling to Ohio
Northern.
On October 30, the Scotties will
play Ohio Northern, Cedarville at
Ada. On November 1, the spikers
will play Dayton, Mt. St. Joseph,
Ashland at Dayton. Good Luck,
spiking Scotties.
in ma Coiiags H.iit $HUP IShowing cantat A
2R2-B84- G
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TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
-
:
- .
H ON E2 64--S3 93 J
Wtfro on our way...
Domino's Pizza thinks that 30
minutes is as Jong as anyone
should have to wait for a pizza'
Well defiver your pizza to your
door in 30 minutes or toss at --
no addffionaT charge. To make
sure your pizzas are defvered
hot we use portable ovens and
pizza pouches. - - r
.
.
' ' '
Hours - ' -
4:301:00 SurtThura.
4U30-2D-O FA-S-at
Our drivers carry less Than $10.
Lli till art Hi1 1 . .19ag OBWiiiiHnMwfc '
be outwardly aggressive, he said
; " INJURY REPORT: Mark
.
Griggs did not suit for the game
- against Capital and his status for
--the game . Saturday is qaeshon- -
able. You can bet though that if he
; Sets In the game with Northern.
'
: Wooster's ' running game wiH be
- that much more effective. Tackles
: Dave Brown and Mike Barrett are
expected to be" back and center
v Bruce. Barrett nd relation) has
"-b- een
- playing with;, strained
:5V...:;--
- V.-:.--
.;..
.iiii S
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Crusaders "RUN" Over Scots in 13-- 0 Victory, Turnovers ;Hurt
The Fighting Scots went down
- in defeat for the second time in two
weeks as the Capital Crusaders
bested the men from Woo, 13-- 0.
The Crusaders controlled the
game with an excellent rushing
game, led by Greg Rosser, the
Capital quarterback. They totalled
, 237 r--4 yards. 174 of them
collected by Rosser. The Scots
didn't help matters, as they
committed seven turnovers to one
for the Crusaders.
.
.
Wooster was on the move at the
. start, as they moved right down
- the field to the Capital 21, with the
aid of two major penalties on the
Crusaders. Then with a second
and nine at the Capital 21, Scots'
quarterback Gregg Barney was
intercepted by a Crusader in the
end zone for a touchback. Dale
Former came right back with" an
interception of his own on the
Crusader 40. Unfortunately
.
for
- the Scots, Barney fired another
interception on the third play of
the possession, turnkig the ball
back over to the Capital team.
The Woo defense held the
Crusaders to a single first down
and gained control of the ball after
a punt to their own. 29 yard fine.
The Scots then began the longest
sustained drive of the young game,
as they drove to the Capital 32
' ' before having to punt. The teams
' traded possessions until early in
the second quarter when the
Crusaders took advantage of two
major Wooster penalties, one that
moved the baB to the Scot 9 yard
fine. On the next play, Rosser
sneaked up the middle for six and
the Crusaders led 7-- 0 after the
- extra point was added with 6:09
rethairur in the hatf.'4 " " - -
. Neither team could muster
much offense the remainder of the
half, even though Ron Wright
replaced Barney at QB for the
Scots. The halftime stats might
have made you think Wooster was
JV Women's
Hockey Splits
On October 15. the junior
varsity field hockey team traveled
for' the first time to Lake Erie
College. ,
.
'
The Wooster offense was
strong, scoring five --goals. The.
defense kept Lake Erie , from
scoring. Wooster dominated the
game, and earned their first,
.
victory, winning SO.
..
'Two goals were scored by
" Debby Vianco and Jackie Addis,
one goal by Bobbie CokmL with an
assist by Al Cleveland
On October 21. the junior
Varsity team was handed their first
defeat, -- downed by Ohio
Wesleyan. 4-- 1. This game brought
thJ.V. record to 1-1- -1,
Ohio Wesleyan . scored two
goals during he first half, but the
fighting Scott ie stickers did not
give up. They continued to play
together.
During the second half. O.W.U.
scored two more goals. Late in the '
game. Jackie Addis scored the
Wooster goal off a penalty corner
shot..', '
.-
-'
.-
-
Wooster will meet Ohio State
on their home field on Wednesday.
October 29. This will he their last
conference game of the season.
, They will, however, be Jhame
Sunday. Nov. 2. to play Cleveland
Club at 1:00 p.m. r
in the lead, but their mistakes cost
them several chances to score.
The two teams traded punts to
open the second half, but on the
Crusaders second possession of
the second half, they scored on a
28 yard field goal by Matsakis. The
10-- 0 lead was set up by a 43 yard
run by Rosser; from the Capital 40
to the Wooster 17.
Bill MuscateDo, a sophomore
quarterback, came in on the
Scots' next possession, and
opened up with a 30 yard heave to
Tim Jackson. That put the Scots
at the Capital 33, but MuscateDo
fumbled the baB on the Crusaders
21 with. 7:19 remaining in the
" "
.
quarter. - -
Rosser began to control the
game, as he ran six straight plays
that covered 36 yards to the
Wooster 43. The Scot defense
stiffened and forced a punt; but in
the ensuing series, MuscateDo was
.
Bitercepted. Rosser ripped off a 33
" yard gain to the Woo 24, but again
the Scot defense stiffened anc
forced a field goal try by Matsakis.
which he missed from 41 yards
out. - ' - :: :
This . time, the .Scots , triec
. soTnethingnew.asRickLeonehac
a pass intercepted at the Capita
21. Rosser, gaining yards rushing
as well as a 19 yard pass
completion, put the Crusaders in
field goal position at the Scot 18.
Matsakis booted home a 35 yard
three pointer to make the score
13-a-
-
"--
.
. Other than two passes
,--
,v
in their
last possession, the Scots couk
. not muster any offense and turnec
. the ball over twice, once on downs
and on another interception.
Capital ale up the dock as much
as 'they could and time just ran out
on'the Scots. "
Coach HoDman was insistent to
the point that Rosser was the key
to the win. "He just ran all over and
they came --up with some awfully
big defensive plays, too," he said
as h thought about the defeat.
"We have played three very good
teams in succession and anytimejyou have to be emotionally high,
'
--sky high, three weeks in a row, it
.
can be a struggle. Some players
are beginning to fed the strain of
the:: season as shown in some
slowing ' and ' poor mental
preparedness of the team on. my
part. We were just mentally flat out
there Saturday. We lacked our
. usual intensity and aggressive-
ness." All that and some key
?' injuries, Griggs and Barrett, can
be pinpointed as. weak spots in the
Scots' armor for the past several
Swedes. - --
-i. '".
"
Next week, the seniors, of
Wooster football will speak on :
how they fed leaving football and'
the College of Wooster in general.
With only, two games remaining
on the schedule, I wish the entire
team the best of kick. Ohio
Northern (Nov. 1, 130) and
Muskingum' still .must test the
Scots. The Woo men can finish '
.above .500 with a pair of wins,
owning a 4-2- -1 record at the
present time. .. "
FOOTBALL AND
SOCCER BY ' .
SPORTS EDITOR
, DAVE BRYAN
OAC Comments, ltesaiT Quotes for the week-- -
Wooster, no longer a contender
in the blue division, has been on
the rebound ever since the loss to
IWittenberg. It appears that
Wittenberg took the wind out of
Wooster's saDs and the Scots have
had) a tough time getting in the
game mentally, losing to Capital,
134. : . ; ,
. Ohio Northern is riding the
crest, of a four-gam- e winning
streak behind the running talent of
Eric Bart who has rushed for 585
yards and 6 touchdowns.
Freshman Dave Temple has
compiled 401 yards for the season
and has scored three touchdowns
for; Northern. Temple, averaging
66.8yards agame, was last week's
OAC outstanding player of the
' " 'week. -
Quarterback Jeff Teuscher has
hit Jeff Jenkins m the endzone
twice this year," one on a 65-yar- d
toss. Teuscher has completed 19
of 52 pass attempts for 340 yards
while Jenkins has grabbed 18
passes' for 325 yards.
The leading scorer for the Polar
Bears is senior kicker-- . Scott
Ingram. With 41 points. Ingram
has successfully split the uprights
for 8of 12 field goals ..between the
. 20 and 40 yard fines he has gone 8
lor 11. - ' ---- r .- -v
FOR WOOSTER ; TO T WIN:
"We stopped ourselves, from
winning last week, said. Coach
Tom HoDman. -- "We made too
many little mistakes." He'vis
referring, of course, to the five
interceptions, two' fumbles (both
lost) arid' the defensive ' pass
interference penalty that ' set tip
the Capital touchdowrt V : ;
'
"Those mistakes reflect on their
concentration,'' said ; HoDman.
"Until we get in the game mentally,
we are not going to win." "
.
v. Wooster will concentrate on
.then ground attack for the game
with ' Ohio Northern: Speed is
essential and HoDman hinted that
; some Eneup changes may be made
in order to press Northern on the
outside. '- -,
T THE KEY: HoDman wiH be
looking for the outside break but
" placed emphasis on the state of
: mind of this team. " V ,
-
'
"Mental preparation is a (actor.
We have to be ready to fight and
figaments in his ankle. Bill Clifton,
defensive end, is out of the action
for the rest of the season with a
knee injury suffered against
Capital. , His . absence ; was
compounded by the loss of Jeff
Golini. his - backup, who is
expected to be back this weekend.
'-
- BLUE DIVISION
Capital beat Wooster, 134).
Denison lost to Wittenberg! 29-Musking- um
lost to Heidelberg. 24-1- 0.
Ohio Wesleyan lost to Ohio
Northern. 40-1- 4. L1 ,
; RED DIVISION
Mount Union beat Otterbein.20-6-.
Baldwin Wallace beat Kenyan. 37--0.
"Heidelberg. beat Muskingum,
24-- ia Marietta lost to Wabash. 42--0.
r S ri v J:
-
ON-DIVISION-
Ai; ;f .
Oberfin was idle. Otterbehi lost
to Mount Union, 20--6. Wittenberg
beat Denison. 29-0- . Butler beat
EvansviUe. 31-2- 0. f
$2JXoffany16"
targe. 2-tte- m or
more pizza.
One coupon per
pizza
Expires: 11980
Fast Fiee
Deivery
423 E. Uberty St
Phone: 234HS800
o
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SIjOO off any 16"
large pizza.
One coupon per
Expires: 11980
Fast Five
DeSvery
--423 E. Uberty St
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Woo Booters Drop First in OAC, 1--0
Will Defend OAC Championship Here
It finally happened! The Fighting
Scots soccer team went down in
defeat over the weekend by a
score of 1-- 0 to the Ohio Northern
Polar Bears. Earlier in the week,
the Scots booted the Heidelberg
Student Princes by a 3-- 0 score. In
the Heidelberg match, Agapitos
Papagapitos had one goal, Rob
Wheatcroft and Todd Bums
collecting the other two. Jeff
Lamscha and Steve Goodwin had
the assists, respectively. The Polar
Bears sent the Scots home with a
loss for the first time in an OAC
contest this year.
A.P. got things started in the
match with a cross from Lamsche.
9-.2-0 was gone in the match and
then, also in the first half,
Wheatcroft headed in a corner
kick from Goodwin with 9:50
remaining in the half. Bums ended
the scoring when he kicked in a
loose ball after a scramble in front
of the goal with 25:26 left in the
match.
"We played a decent game
versus Heidelberg," said Coach
Nye as I talked with him on
Monday. "We got off 21 shots to
their 6, 21 comer kicks to their 1
and had 5 relatively easy saves to
their 8, which were on some pretty
--good shots' by iis." he commented
about the offense.
The Polar Bears may have won
the match, 1-- 0, but as was the case
in the Woo-Wi- t football game, they
didn't win the battle, they just won
the war. "There was no doubt in
my mind that we dominated every
phase of the game. The only
trouble that we had was the fact
that we couldn't score." Coach
Nye commented. "The game plan
ii)
was followed to perfection withjust the fact that the ball wouldn't
go in the goal. We had several
excellent opportunities but it just
didn't go in!" he said as it seemed
he was still thinking about it over
and over.
The Scots faced a must win
situation this Wednesday versus
Oberlin hettaJ-Woost- er. If tfcgy
lost or tiedudth the Yeomen, there
woukTbe no possible way they
could claim their third OAC
championship in four years. So,'
check into this situation. Ask a
soccer player if they won or call
the athletic office if you can't find
any soccer players. I still say they
will be playing the OAC
championship game here at
Wooster nn Nnu 1 n rrwno nn
out and cheer those Fighting Scots
one ana au. 1 ne game ww start at
11:00 a.m. if it is olaved here at
Woo.
YES, THEY WON
Last Week's Results:
. Monday, October 20
Ohio Wesleyan 1, Ohio State 0
Tuesday, October 21
Oberlin 1,-Mo-unt Union 0
Caseftserve 3, BaidwivWabce 1
Wednesday, October 22
Wooster 3, Heidelberg 0
Kenyon 3, Ohio Northern 1
Denison 3, Wittenberg 2
Muskingum 5, Capital 1
Saturday, October 25
Mount Union 6, Baldwin-Wallac- e 0
Ohio Northern 1. Wooster 0
Denison 6, Capital 0
Ohio Wesleyan 5, Wittenberg 0
Muskingum 2, Marietta 1
KENT
OTA
The Master of Business
Administration degree
prepares students with "or
without previous business
background for responsible
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NORTHERN DIVISION GAMES ALL GAMES
W L T Pis Goals Opp W L T Goals Opp
Wooster 4 1 .0 8 13 2 6 10 1 26 30
Ohio Northern- - 3 1 1 7 7 4 5 4 2 23 19
Oberfin 2 1 2 6 9 5 3 : 3 4 17 13
Mount Union 330 6 12 9 7 5127 20
Kenyon 2 2 1 5 9 10 5 5 3 22 21
Heidelberg 2 3 0 4 7 9 4 70 17 17
Baldwin-Wallac- e 0500 3 21 0 80 5 35
Oberfin's record includes a win and tie later forfeited to Allegheny and
.Walsh, respectively.
CTW 1TWFRN DIVISION
Muskingum 3 0 17 - 9
Denison 3 0 17 13
Ohio Wesleyan 3 10 6 15
Marietta 2 3 0 4 9
Wittenberg 1 3 0 2 5
Capital 0 5 0 0, 2
Soccer in
Cleveland, OFuo-T- he wild and
wooDy Ohio Athletic Conference
soccer races wiO be-decide- d this
Wednesday, maybe.
Both Northern and Southern
Division races are filled with ifs,
maybes and could be's on the eve
of the conference championship
game which will be hosted by the
Northern winner, Saturday;
November 1.
In the North, Wooster, leading
with eight" points, and Ohio
Northern, trailing with seven, are
battfing right down to the wire.
The Scots, 4-1- -0 and 6-10-- 1, host
Oberlin, 2-1- -2 and 3-3-- 4,
Wednesday while the Polar Bears,
3-1- 1 and 5-4-- 2, take on Baldwin-Wallac-e,
0-5-
-0 and 00. Ohio
Northern must win to keep its title
hopes alive. Wooster can nab the
title with no questions asked with a
win over the Yeomen. A Northern
win and a Wooster tie deadlocks
the teams with nine points and 4-- 1-
STATE UCJIUERSITV
MA
Doctoral study in business
' "administration prepares
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positions of professional .
responsibility in business,
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Kent. Ohio 44242 Ma cn
1 records. That would put the
championship game in Ada as
both teams would have the same
number of conference wins (four)
and he Polar Bears edged
Wooster, 1-- 0, . in the divisional
meeting between the two clubs
last week.
While it appears certain that the
Northern race wiH be decided
.Wednesday, the Southern chase
may not be. Muskingum and
Denison currently lead the South
with identical 3-0- -1 conference
marks for seven points. Ohio
Wesleyan is third, 3-- 1 for six
points. Denison and Ohio
Wesleyan square off Wednesday
while Muskingum battles
Wittenberg. About the only sure
thing , is if Muskingum, 6-1- -2
overall, tops Wittenberg, 1-3- -0 and
3-9-- 1. the Muskies are Southern
champs. A tie or loss opens the
door to Denison or Ohio'
Wesleyan. Should Muskingum
The Master of Public
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ALL GAMES
Tuesday. October 28
Heidelberg at Kenyon (N) ' ; .'
Wednesday, October 29
Oberfin at Wooster (N)
Baldwin-Wallac- e at Ohio
Northern fN)
3 6 12 19 12 - Game
4 7 52 32 25 Hosted by the winner of the
2 i4 3 0 49 . 12 Northern Division
10 5 5 0 15 17 Baldwin-Wallac-e at Walsh
11 3 91 .12 29 Saturday, November 8
23 1 11 0 8 50 Wright State at Denison
the OAC, Oct. 20-2- 5
Denison at Ohio Wesleyan (S)
Wittenberg at Muskingum (S) '
Mount Union at Hiram
Saturday, November 1
Ohio Conference Championship
and Denison tie for the Southern
Division lead afthe end of the
regular season, a vote of the
Southern coaches may be needed
to decide the ultimate Southern
winner. The Muskies and Big Red
could wind up the year with the
same number of divisional wins
and a 0-- 0 tie in their conference
meeting.'
A vote of the coaches would not
be an unusual occurence in the
OAC as Ohio Wesleyan was voted
Southern champs last season after
tieing with Denison.
BEALL. AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-H .
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 4:15
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